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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Intricacies of various engineering systems, such as fluid flow in a pipe or heat
transfer by convection incident on the surface of a flat plate, can be described using
theoretical modeling techniques. These types of ‘engineering systems’ typically involve
very specific simplifying assumptions. Real world systems are more complex. The
research discussed in this thesis probes the factors that affect the baking performance of a
conventional residential oven and provides valuable insight into the various physical
phenomena that combine to produce end results. The general equations developed can
assist future engineering professionals in studying similar complex systems.
This thesis considers the application of both theoretical modeling techniques and
computer assisted numerical methods to a residential oven model. Residential ovens are
commonplace appliances that allow people to bake a multitude of edible goods in the
comfort of their own homes. Being able to successfully predict the effectiveness of a
residential oven prior to fabrication of a prototype will aid future designers and
manufactures in their endeavor to provide consumers with a more reliable, more effective
oven.

1

This chapter is organized into 6 sections.
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First, the background information

pertaining to the study will be presented. A discussion of the reviewed literature will be
presented next.

Then, the statement of the problem followed by objectives of the

research will be discussed. The scope and limitations of the research presented will be
discussed. Finally, a brief summary will be presented.
Background
Common electrically heated residential ovens are developed with various
criterions in mind.

Aesthetic appeal, or the visual properties of the oven, is very

important to the manufacturers and consumers of residential ovens. Manufacturers want
an oven that people will buy and people will buy an oven that looks great in their homes.
Quantifying the aesthetic appeal of an oven is impossible, as the effects are measured on
a personal, somewhat biased, basis. However, general trends indicate that a sleek, spaceage design is desirable.
The functionality of the oven is also a main concern in oven development.
Functionality refers to an oven’s reliability, cooking capabilities, and ease of use.
Functionality, with the exception of ease of use, covers the realm of oven design that is
quantifiable. Oven designers continually evaluate the functionality of ovens by running a
series of baking tests for each oven design considered. If an oven produces favorable
baking results, then the production team takes over and develops the manufacturing
methods for the oven.
Current trends in residential oven design revolve around the application of a
recessed heating element design. A recessed heating element design refers to placing a
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monolithic material between the lower resistive heating element and the remainder of the
oven cavity, creating a thermal barrier. The thermal barrier is designed to increase the
aesthetic appeal of the oven while assisting in ease of cleaning. However, by modifying
the basic geometry of the oven, the heat transfer characteristics of the oven are drastically
modified. Based on a survey of the open literature, a study to quantify the heat transfer
characteristics of a modified oven has not been investigated.
Literature Review
The literature contains some research devoted to defining various baking
applications. However, all of these studies involve highly specific systems revolving
around high yield manufacturing of baked goods. Although the systems reported1-5 are
not directly relevant to this research, the methods of evaluation do provide valuable
insight into the way desirable baking is quantified.
The work done by Saxena et al.1 investigated the modes of analysis possible when
investigating products of a tandor oven. A tandor oven is a refractory type oven which
bakes goods on a rack directly above an open flame. Heat transfer is carried out by free
convection, conduction through the support rack, radiation from the flames, and radiation
from the oven walls.

The experimentation yielded various analytical techniques to

determine the heat transfer quantities required to properly bake a sample of roti, a
traditional Indian bread. The experimental techniques employed included: temperature
measurements at various locations, determination of thermal conductivity of roti, and
determination of roti emissivity.

4
The work of Rask summarized the data taken by previous researchers of the
2

necessary heat transfer components to produce favorable commercially baked goods.
Rask concluded that the thermal characteristics of dough changes during the baking
process.
Baik et al.3 investigated the heat transfer coefficients incident on cakes baked in a
tunnel type industrial oven. This research used heat flux gauges to measure the rate of
heat transferred to baked goods during the cooking process. The quantities of each heat
transfer componenet required to properly bake cakes was used as an estimated range to
compare the results of their modeling efforts.
Fahloul4,5 was involved in two studies pertaining to the modeling and
experimental validation of biscuit baking.

Since biscuits are similar to cookies in

consistency and baking parameters, this study is particularly relevant. Heat flux probes
were used to determine the percentages of the various heat fluxes required to properly
bake biscuits.
No similar studies were found in the open literature for residential ovens. The
focus of this research was to develop an analytical method to evaluate the residential
oven baking process. The literature infers that an oven with constant heat flux properties
is desirable for favorable baking results, regardless of the medium being baked.
Statement of Problem
This research project combines various numerical and empirical heat transfer
analysis techniques to provide a theoretical modeling approach to analyze residential
oven designs based on conventional baking applications. A residential oven encompasses
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three basic modes of heat transfer: conduction, convection and radiation. For simplicity
the conventional baking process of a standard residential oven will be considered, for
which the lower resistive heating element is the sole source of heat generation within the
oven cavity. A schematic of a standard residential oven can be seen in Figure 1.1. The
oven is divided into three basic components: the resistive heating element, the oven liner
material, and the air inside of the oven. The heat transfer model equations are applied to
the three oven components and a time iterative solution for the surface temperatures
within the oven is determined.

The model equations are slightly modified when

considering the recessed heating element design.

Figure 1.1: Cross Sectional Schematic of a Standard (Unmodified) Residential Oven
The benefits of modeling residential ovens prior to fabrication are numerous.
With regards to industry, modeling reduces the production lead time by providing the
designers with a tool to replace time consuming experimental evaluations. Modeling also
benefits consumers by allowing developers to dedicate more time and effort to
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developing ovens that not only look aesthetically pleasing, but also provide superior
cooking results.
Objectives of Research
The objective of this research is to develop a fully predictive model for
electrically heated residential ovens. This model will take into account the physical
geometry of the oven design, the material properties of the oven components, and the
predetermined power consumption of the oven. By applying the governing equations of
heat transfer, with conduction, convection and radiation modeling techniques, the surface
temperatures within the oven will be computed on a time iterative basis using fully
explicit computational techniques. The end result will be a cross-platform compliant,
user-friendly software package capable of quantifying the functionality of a proposed
oven design based on theoretical maximum temperatures achieved, unloaded cycling
characteristics, and baking capabilities.
No theoretical model can be validated without experimental verification.
Therefore, a series of experiments has been established to validate the model developed.
The experiments mimic the testing modes outlined by the model so that the quantities
attained through experimentation can be directly compared to computed theoretical
results.
Scope and Limitations of Study
A model has been developed to study two basic oven geometries, a conventional
(unmodified) residential oven and a recessed heating element (modified) design. The
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model considers various combinations of materials, heating element power consumption,
and oven size, to yield an infinite number of designs that can be evaluated. The model
includes three testing modes: thermal loading integrity, cyclic loading characteristics, and
baking feasibility. These three tests touch on the functional aspects of a proposed oven
design and provide justification for proposed oven design changes.
The software package is not intended to optimize the geometry or material
selection, but provides a method to evaluate a new design. Therefore, the model is aimed
towards maximizing design efficiency with respect to unforeseeable design flaws prior to
fabrication of a prototype.
Summary
This research has developed a theoretical based, predictive computer modeling
software package that can be used to estimate the functional feasibility of a proposed
oven design. The allowable oven designs include a conventional electrically heated
residential oven and a recessed heating element oven design. The software package will
use a fully explicit computational method to evaluate every surface temperature within
the oven, based on material properties, geometric properties, and power ratings input by
the user. Experimental validation of the theoretical modeling techniques will also be
provided.
The modeling effort will be presented by 1) discussing the theoretical aspects and
2) discussing the mathematical approach. The modeling effort related to the unmodified
(conventional) oven will be discussed in Chapter II, followed by the modified oven
geometry in Chapter III. Chapter IV discusses the oven performance criteria. Chapter V
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will discuss the modeling method and Chapter VI the experimental results. The results
and discussion are presented in Chapter VII followed by a summary in Chapter VIII.

CHAPTER II
CONVENTIONAL (UNMODIFIED) ELECTRICALLY
HEATED RESIDENTIAL OVEN
Introduction
This chapter describes the assumptions applied in the modeling approach for the
unmodified oven geometry. All quantities are based on a Viking VESO-176 residential
oven.

First the geometry and properties of the oven and its components will be

presented, followed by a discussion of the heat transfer theory applied during modeling of
the unmodified oven. Next, the mathematical approach to solving the heat transfer of the
unmodified oven will be presented, followed by a brief summary.
Unmodified Oven Geometry
A common residential oven consists of a cubic oven cavity lined with black
enameled mild steel. The outside of the liner is insulated in order to minimize heat loss
from the oven cavity. The oven cavity is filled with air, which is assumed in this work to
have a lumped capacitance affect in relation to heat transfer characteristics. Heat is
generated within the oven cavity by resistive heating elements.

Although most

residential ovens are equipped with at least two resistive heating elements, one located at
the top of the oven cavity and one at the bottom, this study considers the lower heating
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element as the only source of heat generation due to the ‘conventional bake’ setting
assumption (the upper heating elements are used for the broil and self-clean settings).
Table II.1 summarizes the internal oven dimensions of the oven available for testing.
Table 2.1
VESO-176 INTERNAL DIMENSIONS
Internal Dimension
Width
Height
Depth
Overall Volume

Measurement
61.0 cm
41.0 cm
39.1 cm
7.90x104 cm3

Resistive Heating Element Description
Residential ovens typically use a resistive heating element for heat generation
within the oven. The element consists of three components: a resistive wire core, a layer
of insulation, and an outer shell.

In this study, the wire core consists of a

2.794 mm diameter Inconel wire, the insulation is a 1.60 mm thick magnesium oxide
(MgO) layer, and the outer shell is a 1.016 mm thick 600 series IncoloyTM tube. A crosssectional schematic of the resistive heating element can be seen in Figure 2.1. The total
diameter of the heating element used in this study is 8.026 mm with a length of 1.585 m.
The element is resistively heated by passing a 9.2 Amp current through the wire core,
which has an electrical resistance of 20.2 Ohm. The heating element is assumed to be a
pure emitter, which assumes that the radiant heat absorbed by the heating element during
operation is negligible and the surface emissivity of the element, εelement, is 1. The surface
of the heating element is considered to be isothermal based on the assumption that the
thermal energy created by the resistive wire core is consistent for each unit length of the

heating element.

TM

Intimate contact is assumed between the Incoloy
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shell, the

magnesium oxide insulation, and the Inconel wire; which eliminates the need for
compensation of temperature drop due to thermal contact resistance.

Figure 2.1: Resistive Heating Element Cross Sectional Schematic
Oven Liner Description
The oven liner is a 1 mm thick mild steel sheet material with a black enameled
surface. Based on research by Abraham and Sparrow6, it is assumed that the temperature
of the 1 mm thick oven liner surface is isothermal and all surface temperatures can be
lumped into a single temperature calculation, Twall. The enamel coating of the oven liner
material is glossy, black, and less than 0.05 mm thick. This allows for the assumption
that the coating has little thermal capacitance affect and raises the emissivity of the cavity
side of the oven liner material to an estimated εwall = 0.9. The thermal resistance of the
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insulation (0.20 K/W) has been quantified by comparing the oven liner maximum
temperature to the temperature of the environment surrounding the oven.
Theoretical Approach to Modeling an Unmodified Oven
The approach toward modeling of an unmodified oven begins with the heat
generation introduced to the oven cavity by the resistive heating element. When the oven
is turned on, a current is sent through the resistive wire core of the heating element. This
current introduces an evenly distributed heat flux to the surface of the wire core, Qin. As
a result, the temperature at the surface of the wire core, Twire, begins to increase. As Twire
increases, heat is conducted through the MgO insulation layer and Incalloy outer shell.
This causes the surface temperature of the heating element, Telement, to increase. Figure
2.2 gives a visual representation of the flow of heat from the wire core to the outer
surface of the heating element and into the oven cavity. Arrows represent the general
heat flow directions and dots represent the nodal temperatures within the heating element
that will be applied in the modeling effort. In Figure 2.2, Qconducted represents the heat
rate via conduction through the MgO insulation layer and the Incalloy outer shell. Qoven
represents the total heat rate from the surface of the heating element into the oven, which
consists of radiative and convective heat rates. Each nodal temperature represents an
isothermal surface temperature of a finitely thick cylindrical shell at a given distance
from the geometric center of the heating element.
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Figure 2.2: Heat Generation Schematic for Resistive Heating Element
The convective portion of Qoven creates an increase in the temperature of the
cavity air surrounding the heating element. This causes a plume effect to occur above the
heating element, as depicted in Figure 2.3. However, since the air within the cavity has
been defined as a lumped capacitor in the model, the heating effects due to convection are
determined using natural convection correlations for a heated cylinder and propagated
throughout the cavity air instantaneously. The portion of Qoven propagated in the form of
radiation, also depicted in Figure 2.3, emits evenly in all directions from the surface of
the heating element and is assumed to be completely absorbed by the oven cavity liner in
an unloaded oven.
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Figure 2.3: Heating Effects Surrounding the Heating Element
The oven cavity liner has three heat rates associated with it: the heat rate due to
convection via cavity air, heat rate by radiation, and the heat lost to the surrounding
environment through the insulation. The convective effects of the air on the surface of
the oven cavity liner can be positive or negative, depending on whether the liner surface
temperature or the cavity air temperature is higher. The radiative heat flux is always into
the oven liner, due to the assumption that the heating element is a pure emitter. The heat
lost to the environment is dictated by the thermal properties of the insulation located
outside the oven cavity liner material. This heat rate is low in comparison to the radiative
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and convective heat fluxes. However, the heat lost must be accounted for in order to
have a truly representative model.
Mathematical Approach to Modeling an Unmodified Oven
Table II.2 summarizes the nodal temperatures and heat rates calculated by the
mathematical model.
Table 2.2
NODAL TEMPERATURE DEFINITIONS (UNMODIFIED OVEN)
Variable
Twire
T1
T2
TMgO/Incalloy
Telement
Tair
Tliner
Qin
Qoven
QconvE
QradE
Qlost
Qconv
QconvW

Definition
Temperature of element’s wire core
Temperature located inside MgO layer closest to wire core of
heating element
Temperature located inside Mgo layer closest to Incalloy outer
shell
Temperature of MgO and Incalloy intersection point
Temperature at cavity side surface of heating element
Temperature of cavity air within the oven
Temperature of cavity liner material
Heat generated by Inconel wire core of heating element
Total heat rate from surface of heating element into oven cavity
Heat rate due to convection between cavity air and heating
element
Heat rate due to radiation from surface of heating element
Heat rate lost through liner insulation
Heat rate due to convection between each oven liner material
surface and cavity air, solved independently for each surface
Total heat rate via convection between cavity liner and cavity air
(sum of Qconv)

The initial temperatures are all assumed to be room temperature.

The

temperatures for the next time step will then be calculated using a fully explicit time
stepping procedure. The convective heat rates will be obtained using correlations for

average convective coefficients for each surface.
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The radiative heat rates will be

calculated at the beginning of each time step by solving a radiation network.
Based on the assumptions presented, the mathematical discussion will begin with
the heat generation within the heating element. Then, the heat transferred from the
surface of the heating element into the oven cavity will be discussed. The convective
affects associated with the cavity air mass will be discussed, considering both the heating
element and the oven liner material, will then be presented.

Next, the radiative

considerations will be discussed. Finally, a summary will conclude the chapter.
Equations for Heat Generation
Initially, the oven and all of its components are at room temperature, assumed to
be 77 °F. When the oven’s rheostat is set to an arbitrary temperature, 350 °F for baking a
cookie, and the mode set to ‘conventional bake’; current is sent through the wire core of
the lower resistive heating element. The current propagated through the wire combined
with the electrical resistance of the wire generates power, equation (2-1) below:
2

Pwc = I wc * R wc = Qin

(2-1)

Where:
Pwc

=

power (Watts) introduced to the oven by the resistive wire core,

Iwc

=

current (Amps),

Rwc

=

resistance (Ohms) associated with the resistive wire core material.

By assuming that the wire core converts all available power into the form of heat
energy, the total heat energy created in the core, Qin (Watts), becomes the total heat rate
into the oven.
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The heat flux propagated from the wire core to the surrounding MgO insulation
layer can then be calculated by dividing the power consumed inside the wire core (Pwc)
by the surface area of the wire core/MgO boundary, Aw. Using a fully explicit finite
difference method outlined in equations (2-2)-(2-5), the radial heat dissipation through
the MgO layer can be determined. All material interfaces were assumed to be in intimate
contact with one another, which means that the contact resistance between differing
materials was assumed to be negligible, and all materials are considered homogeneous.
N

T − Tn
(T − Tn−1 ) (Tn − Tn+1 )
m*cp *( n
)=Q− n
−
R
R
∆t

(2-2)

Where:
R=

(rn − rn −1 )
r −r
k MgO * (2 * π * (rn −1 + n n −1 ) * Le )
2

(2-3)

Where:
R

=

the thermal resistance for a cylindrical conduction layer,

m

=

the mass of the layer in question,

cp

=

the specific heat of the material,

Tn N

=

describes the new temperature at node n (the superscript N will be
used to denote new values from this point on, all other values are
considered the values at the previous time increment),

Tn-1

=

represents the old temperature of the node adjacent to the node in
question (closer to the centerline of the wire),

∆t

=

the time increment (constant at 0.001 sec for the entire model),

Q
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the heat rate into/out of the element (into the element is described

=

by Qin described in equation 2-1; out of the element is dictated by
Qoven in equation 2-4),
kMgO

=

the thermal conductivity associated with the MgO layer,

rn

=

the distance from the centerline to the node in question,

rn-1

=

the distance from the centerline to the node adjacent to the node in
question (closer to the centerline),

Le

=

the total length of the element.

The system of equations outlined above can be solved for each temperature (Twire
to TMgO/Incalloy) by substituting equation (2-3) into equation (2-2) and solving for TnN at
each node. The end result is the solution for the heat flux introduced to the MgO/Incalloy
layer at each time increment.
Equations for Heat Transfer from the Heating Element Surface
Next, the heat transferred from the surface of the heating element must be
considered in order to determine the temperature of the heating element surface. Heat is
lost by the element surface by convection to the cavity air and radiated heat transferred to
the oven cavity liner.

This section will discuss the convective heat loss relations,

followed by the radiative heat loss discussion consecutively. The equations that relate the
surface temperature of the heating element, Telement, to these heat rates is shown in
equations (2-4)-(2-6):
N

Telement = TMgO / Incalloy − RIncalloy * Qoven

(2-4)
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RIncalloy =

xIncalloy
x
k Incalloy * (2 * π * (rins + Incalloy ) * Le )
2
Qoven = QconvE + QradE

(2-5)

(2-6)

Where:
Telement

=

the surface temperature of the heating element,

TMgO/Incalloy

=

the temperature of the MgO/Incalloy boundary determined
from equations (2-2) and (2-3) above,

QconvE

=

the heat rate from the heating element to the cavity air,

QradE

=

the heat rate from the heating element to the oven liner,

xIncalloy

=

the thickness of the Incalloy outer shell,

kIncalloy

=

the thermal conductivity of Incalloy,

rins

=

the outside radius of the MgO insulation layer.

The heat loss due to convection from the element to the cavity air can be
determined by first calculating the Rayleigh number relative to the diameter of the
element:

g * β element * (Telement − Tair ) * Delement
Ra D =
ν air * α air

3

Where:
RaD

=

the Rayleigh number calculated,

g

=

the acceleration due to gravity (9.807 m/s2),

(2-7)
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βelement

=

the thermodynamic expansion coefficient based on the
temperature of the air and the temperature of the element
surface (equation (2-9) below),

Tair

=

the cavity air temperature,

Delement

=

the diameter of the element,

νair

=

the kinematic viscosity of air,

αair

=

the diffusivity of air.

The air properties were determined based on the temperature of the air at the
previous time increment, the universal gas constant (Rair = 0.29 kJ/kg*K), constant
pressure (Pair = 101.3 kPa), constant dynamic viscosity (µair = 2.30 * 10-5 N*s/m2),
constant thermal conductivity of air (kair = 0.03 W/m2*K), and constant specific heat
(cPair = 1.01 kJ/kg*K), see equations (2-8)-(2-11):

ρ air = Pair /( Rair * Tair )

(2-8)

ν air = µ air / ρ air

(2-9)

β element =

2
Tair + Telement

(2-10)

α air = k air /( ρ air * c Pair )

(2-11)

After the Rayleigh number has been determined, the average Nusselt number for
the heating element, Nu D , can be calculated using the natural convection approximation
over the circumference of an isothermal cylinder developed by Churchill and Chu7,
equation (2-12):
Nu D = [0.6 + (0.387 * ( Ra D

1/ 6

) /((1 + ((0.559 / Prair ) 9 / 16 )) 8 / 27 ))]2

(2-12)
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From the average Nusselt number, the convective heat transfer coefficient for the
element ( h convE ) can be determined:
h convE = Nu D * k air / Delement

(2-13)

Which means the heat rate from the element to the cavity air by convection can be solved
by applying equation (2-14) below:
QconvE = h convE * Aelement * (Telement − Tair )

(2-14)

Where:
Aelement

=

the surface area of the heating element.

Oven Liner and Cavity Air Considerations
The oven liner temperatures can be determined by considering convective
relations between the cavity air and the cavity-side surface of the liner, the radiation
incident on the surfaces of the oven liner via the heating element, and the heat lost to the
environment surrounding the oven. The radiative heat transfer will be discussed in the
next section of this chapter.
The thermal resistance of the outer oven insulation was determined by evaluating
experimental data taken when the oven reaches steady state conditions with the heating
element maintaining continuous heat input. By measuring the maximum temperature of
the oven liner’s cavity-side surface and the air in the room simultaneously, the solutions
for equations (2-15)-(2-16) can be calculated to find the total heat rate lost to the
surroundings through the insulation.

Using the experimental temperatures and the

calculated hconvE, the thermal resistance for conduction and convection can be combined
to establish the total thermal resistance of the insulation, shown in equation (2-15).
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Router =

σ * Telement

4

Tliner − Touter
* Aelement + hconvE * Aelement * (Telement − Tair )

(2-15)

Where:
Router

=

the thermal resistance of the insulation,

σ

=

the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67E-8 W/m2*K4),

Touter

=

the temperature of the air outside the oven.

The heat lost through the insulation can be solved using:
Qlost =

Twall − Tair
Router

(2-16)

The correlations for convection on the liner surfaces were drawn from widely
accepted free convection correlations8-10 as they applied to a vertical wall, lower surface
of a top insulated flat plate and upper surface of a bottom insulated flat plate. In order to
determine which equation applies to each situation, the Rayleigh number, RaL, based on
the characteristic length of the geometry in question had to be defined:
RaL =

g * β wall * (Twall − Tair ) * L3
ν air * α air

(2-17)

Where:
βwall

=

the thermodynamic expansion coefficient based on the
temperature of the air and temperature of the liner surface
(substituting Telement with Twall in Eq. 9 above),

L

=

the characteristic length, defined by Churchill and Chu5 as
shown in equation (2-18).
L = As / P

(2-18)
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Where:
As

=

the area of the surface,

P

=

the perimeter of the surface.

The Rayleigh number was determined for each liner surface inside the oven cavity
independently. As stated above, the surface temperature of the oven liner material is the
same for all surfaces within the oven cavity; therefore, Twall is the temperature for all liner
surfaces. Knowing the temperature of the surface, the temperature of the cavity air mass
at the previous time increment, and the Rayleigh number for each situation allowed the
following equations (2-19)-(2-23) to be applied to the appropriate surfaces. If the air
temperature is greater than Twall, then the surface is considered heated; on the other hand,
if the air temperature is less than Twall, then the surface is considered to be cooled.
Vertical Plate:
1/ 6

Nu L = (0.825 + 0.387 * RaL

1/ 4

Nu L = 0.68 + 0.670 * RaL

/((1 + (0.492 / Pr)9 / 16 )8 / 27 )) 2

/(1 + (0.492 / Pr)9 / 16 )4 / 9

[RaL > 109]

(2-19)

[RaL < 109]

(2-20)

Upper Surface of Heated Horizontal Plate or Lower Surface of Cooled Horizontal Plate:
1/ 4

[104 < RaL < 107]

(2-21)

1/ 3

[107 < RaL < 1011]

(2-22)

Nu L = 0.54 * RaL
Nu L = 0.15 * Ra L

Lower Surface of Heated Horizontal Plate or Upper Surface of Cooled Horizontal Plate:
1/ 4

Nu L = 0.27 * RaL

[105 < RaL < 1010]

(2-23)

Where ‘vertical plate’ refers to the cavity’s sides and ‘horizontal plate’ refers to the
cavity’s top and bottom surfaces. The average convective heat transfer coefficients and
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heat rates can then be determined for each surface of the oven cavity liner using
equations (2-24) and (2-25) below:
hconv = Nu L * kair / L
Qconv = hconv * A * (TWall − Tair )

(2-24)
(2-25)

By summing the convective heat rates for each liner surface, the total heat transfer
rate due to convection incident on the liner can be determined, equation (2-26):
QconvW = ∑ Qconv

(2-26)

Knowing the convective heat transfer rates relative to the heating element and the
oven liner surfaces allows for the temperature of the cavity air to be determined:
TairN = Tair +

(QconvW + QconvE ) * ∆t
ρ air * c p, air * Vair

(2-27)

Where:
Vair

=

the volume of air contained within the oven cavity.

Radiation Network for an Unmodified Oven
In order to solve for the temperature of each surface described above, the heat rate
due to radiation between the surfaces must be determined. For the unloaded, unmodified
residential oven described, the radiation heat transfer propagates from the heating
element to the oven liner surfaces. Since the heating element is completely surrounded
by the oven liner and assumed to be a pure emitter, the view factor, FE,wall, from the
heating element to the oven liner surface is 1 and the radiation heat rate from the liner
surfaces to the heating element is neglected. Therefore, the radiation emitted by the oven
liner surface is absorbed completely by other parts of the oven liner surfaces. The total
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heat rate via radiation associated with the oven liner surface can then be determined by
equations (2-28) and (2-29).
4
E b,element = σ * Telement

QradE = FE , wall * E b,element * Aelement

(2-28)
(2-29)

The temperature of the wall at the next time increment can now be determined
using equation (2-30) below.
N
− TWall )
ρWall * c pWall * AWall * (TWall

∆t

= QradE − Qlost − QconvW

(2-30)

At this point, it becomes possible to solve all of the above equations
simultaneously by implementing a fully explicit approach. Solving for the new nodal
temperatures of the heating element and the oven liner allows for the heat rate incident on
each surface and the internal temperatures associated with the heating element to be
determined. After all of the equations have been solved for, the new temperatures are
redefined as the old temperatures and the next time increment can be solved for.
Summary

The solution for the unloaded, unmodified oven geometry in a time iterative
manner has been presented. The modeling approach described is capable of determining
every nodal temperature and heat rate within the oven cavity. The heat transfer has been
described starting with the internal heat generation via the resistive heating element,
through the cavity air and into the oven liner material. The heat lost to the outside
environment has also been considered.

CHAPTER III
MODIFIED ELECTRICALLY HEATED
RESIDENTIAL OVEN GEOMETRY
Introduction

In this chapter the modeling approach pertaining to the modified oven will be
discussed. The introduction is followed by the theoretical discussion and mathematical
modeling techniques, and a brief summary. The majority of the model equations for the
modified oven can be obtained by considering the same relations established for the
unmodified oven.
Thermal Barrier Description

The present modeling effort was initiated to investigate the thermal effects of
implementing a proposed oven modification, illustrated in Figure 3.1. This modification
consists of placing a ¼” thick monolithic material barrier between the lower resistive
heating element and the oven cavity. This barrier will regulate the intensity of the heat
emitted by the lower resistive heating element and propagate the heat flux in a controlled
manner to the remainder of the oven cavity. The barrier is designed with a ¾” gap
between the left and right side walls of the oven cavity. This was done to mix some of
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the lower cavity’s air with the upper cavity’s air to reduce the heat up time for the upper
cavity. With the exception of the thermal barrier, all oven components and assumptions
are the same as discussed in Chapter II.

Figure 3.1: Cross Sectional Schematic of a Modified Oven Geometry
Theoretical Approach to Modeling a Modified Oven

The installation of a thermal barrier between the heating element and oven cavity
works as a heat capacitor which regulates the amount of heat transferred by radiation,
convection, and conduction from the heating element to the upper oven cavity. The
radiation heat transferred is regulated by the emissive effects associated with the surface
finish and color of the material used. The convective effects are regulated by the length
of the oven perimeter not in contact with the cavity liner material. This allows air to be
exchanged by convection between the lower oven cavity and upper oven cavity. The
conducted heat refers to the amount of heat transferred from the lower surface of the
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barrier to the top surface of the material and is regulated by the conductivity of the barrier
material.
Modeling of this oven geometry requires the definition of two separate oven
cavities, one above the barrier (denoted as the cooking enclosure) and one below the
barrier (denoted as the element enclosure), see Figure 3.2. Each cavity is made up of the
oven liner material, the contained air mass, and the surface of the barrier facing each
respective cavity. As with the unmodified oven, heat is generated by way of a resistive
heating element. However, rather than being propagated directly to the cooking cavity,
the heat generated by the element is convected to the element enclosure air mass and
radiated to the lower surface of the barrier structure as well as the oven liner material,
which makes up the bottom and sidewalls of the element enclosure. The same convective
effects as described in Chapter II govern the heat transfer by convection to the oven liner
surfaces and barrier surfaces.

Figure 3.2: Modified Oven Cavity Divisions
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Heat propagation to the cooking enclosure is carried out by conduction through
the barrier, convection around the perimeter of the barrier, radiation exchange between
the upper surface of the barrier and the cooking enclosure liner material, as well as
conduction through the two separate oven liner surfaces. Figure 3.3 is a schematic
depicting a cutaway section of the oven where the oven liner and barrier meet and
includes the conduction and convection heat flow paths associated with this section of the
oven. The heat conducted through the barrier raises the surface temperature of the
cooking enclosure side surface of the barrier, where heat is then radiated to the liner
surfaces and convected to the cooking enclosure air. The cooking enclosure oven liner
surfaces contribute to the heating effects within the cooking enclosure via convection to
the cavity air and radiation to the barrier surface. Since neither the liner nor the barrier is
considered a pure emitter, the radiative heat transferred between the two is dependent
upon the temperature of each surface and the emissivity of each material.

Figure 3.3: Heat Flow Schematic between Element Enclosure and Cooking Enclosure
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Mathematical Approach to Modeling a Modified Oven

Modification to Heat Generation and Heat Loss Equations
The heat generation and convective relations pertaining to the heating element are
based on those established in the unmodified oven geometry discussed in Section II.6.
The temperature of the air inside the element enclosure can be determined by evaluating
the convective heat transfer rate from the heating element, the oven liner walls that make
up the element enclosure, the lower surface of the barrier, and the air that is exchanged
between the cooking enclosure and element enclosure. The convection heat transferred
from the side walls and the barrier’s lower surface was determined using the same
relations described in equations (2-17)-(2-26). The temperature of the two air masses can
then be determined by equations (3-1) and (3-2) below, where the subscript 1 denotes the
air mass below the barrier and subscript 2 denotes the air mass above the barrier.
TairN ,1 = Tair ,1 +

(QconvW 1 + QconvE1 + Qconv , bar1 − Qex − QcondEx ) * dt
ρ air1 * c p , air1 * Vair1

(3-1)

TairN , 2 = Tair , 2 +

(QconvW 2 + Qconv , bar10 + Qex + QcondEx ) * dt
ρair 2 * c p , air 2 * Vair 2

(3-2)

Where:
Qex

=

the heat transfer rate via convective exchange between the
air masses, taking into account the velocity and boundary
layer thickness of the air as it moves from the lower cavity
to the upper cavity11 (see equations (3-3)-(3-7) below),

QconvW1

=

the convective relations for the element enclosure between
the air mass and the liner surfaces,

=

QconvW2
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the convective relations for the cooking enclosure between
the air mass and the liner surfaces,

Qconv,bar1

=

the convection heat transfer rate between the element
enclosure air and the bottom surface of the barrier (as
defined by the process outlined in equations (2-17): (2-26)),

Qconv,bar10

=

the convection heat transfer rate between the cooking
enclosure air and the top surface of the barrier (as defined
by the process outlined in equations (2-17): (2-26)),

=

QcondEx

the heat rate by conduction between the two cavities’ liner
temperature (equation (3-7) below).

The convective exchange heat rate can be calculated by considering the boundary
layer thickness and average velocity of the air mass moving into the cooking enclosure
from the element enclosure. This procedure is outlined in equations (3-3)-(3-6).
+ T 

T
Qex = ρ air * L * u * c p , air * Tair −  wall ,1 air ,1 
2




(3-3)

Where:
L

=

the perimeter of the oven cavity where the barrier does not meet
the liner material,

u

=

the average velocity of the flow.
In order to determine the average velocity, equations (3-4): (3-6)
must be solved for:

[4 * (
δ=

15 1 / 4
16

)

* (1 +

* Prair )1 / 4 * Le , 2

20
21
1/ 4
L

Ra

]

(3-4)
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Where:

δ

=

the velocity boundary layer thickness,

Le,2

=

the characteristic length associated with the side walls of the
cooking enclosure.
 y    y  2 
u = umax * ∫   * 1 −    * dy = 0.0833 * umax * δ
δ
δ
0
     

(3-5)

g * β air * (TWall ,1 − Tair ,1 ) * δ 2
=
4 *ν air

(3-6)

δ

umax

The conductive heat exchange between the separate cavity liners can be
determined by considering equation (3-7).
T

−T
QcondEx = k wall * Pwall * twall *  wall ,1 wall , 2 
Le,1



(3-7)

Where:
kwall

=

the conductivity of the liner material,

Pwall

=

the perimeter of the oven cavity,

twall

=

the thickness of the oven liner material,

Le,1

=

the characteristic length of the sidewalls located in the element
enclosure.

Table III.1 summarizes the temperatures and heat flows required for the
mathematical model.
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Table 3.1
NODAL TEMPERATURE DEFINITIONS (MODIFIED OVEN)
Variable
Twire
T1

T2
TMgO/Incalloy
Telement
Tair,1
Tair,2
Twall,1
Twall,2
Tbar1
Tbar10
Tbar2-Tbar9
Qin
Qoven
QconvE
QradE
Qlost,1
Qlost,2
Qconv,1
Qconv,2
QconvW,1
QconvW,2
Qex
QcondEx
Qconv,bar1
Qconv,bar10

Definition
Temperature of element’s wire core
Temperature located inside MgO layer closest to wire core of
heating element
Temperature located inside Mgo layer closest to Incalloy outer
shell
Temperature of MgO and Incalloy intersection point
Temperature at cavity side surface of heating element
Temperature of element enclosure air mass
Temperature of cooking enclosure air mass
Temperature of element enclosure liner material surfaces
Temperature of cooking enclosure liner material surfaces
Temperature of barrier’s lower surface
Temperature of barrier’s upper surface
Temperatures of barrier’s interior nodes, ascending upwards
Heat generated by Inconel wire core of heating element
Total heat rate from surface of heating element into oven cavity
Heat rate due to convection between cavity air and heating
element
Heat rate due to radiation from surface of heating element
Heat rate lost through element enclosure liner insulation
Heat rate lost through cooking enclosure liner insulation

Heat rate in element enclosure due to convection between each
oven liner material surface and cavity air, solved independently
for each surface
Heat rate in cooking enclosure due to convection between each
oven liner material surface and cavity air, solved independently
for each surface
Total heat rate via convection between cavity liner and cavity air
for element enclosure (sum of Qconv,1)
Total heat rate via convection between cavity liner and cavity air
for cooking enclosure (sum of Qconv,2)
Heat rate exchanged between element enclosure air mass and
cooking enclosure air mass
Heat rate exchanged by conduction between element enclosure
liner and cooking enclosure liner
Convection between barrier’s lower surface and element
enclosure air mass
Convection between barrier’s upper surface and cooking
enclosure air mass
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Conduction Through the Barrier
The temperature of the barrier’s surfaces will be determined by considering a
finite difference approach to solve for the conductive heat flux through the barrier along
with the heat rates via convection and radiation incident on the top and bottom surfaces
of the barrier.

Ten nodal temperatures were considered in order to ensure that a

reasonable description of the temperature variation through the barrier was achieved.
Equations (3-8)-(3-10) outline the equations used to solve the nodal temperatures of the
barrier. Figure 3.4 is a schematic of the nodal temperature positions relative to the
barrier.
N
Tbar
,1 − Tbar ,1 =

(Qrad , bar1 − Qconv ,bar1 ) * ∆t α bar * ∆t * (Tbar ,1 − Tbar , 2 )
+
∆x 2
∆x * ρ bar * c p, bar * Abar

N
Tbar
,n − Tbar , n =

N
Tbar
,10 − Tbar ,10 =

α bar * ∆t * (Tbar ,n −1 − Tbar , n ) α bar * ∆t * (Tbar ,n +1 − Tbar ,n )
∆x 2

+

∆x 2

(Qrad , bar10 − Qconv , bar10 ) * ∆t α bar * ∆t * (Tbar , 9 − Tbar ,10 )
+
∆x * ρbar * c p ,bar * Abar
∆x 2

(3-8)

(3-9)

(3-10)

Where:
Tbar ,1

=

the temperature at the lower surface of the barrier,

Qrad,bar1

=

the heat rate via radiation incident on the lower surface of
the barrier,

Qconv,bar1

=

the heat rate by convection incident on the lower surface of
the barrier,

∆x

=

the distance between nodes,
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Tbar,2

=

the nodal temperature of the node adjacent to the lower
surface,

n

=

the nodal position of each interior nodal temperature
(n =

Qrad ,bar10

=

2…9),

the radiation heat transfer rate incident on the top surface of
the barrier,

Tbar,10

=

the temperature of the barrier’s top surface.

Figure 3.4: Nodal Temperature Map for Conductive Heat Transfer Calculation Through
Barrier
Equations for the Radiation Network
The modified oven requires the radiation network from the heating element to the
surrounding surfaces to be modified from those discussed in Chapter II. The heating
element is still considered a pure emitter; however, the view factor between the heating
element and the oven liner surfaces is no longer equal to 1. The oven liner makes up the
four side walls and the bottom surface of the newly defined cavity. The monolithic
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material creates the top surface. The radiation network associated with the heating
element cavity is now defined using the resistance network displayed in Figure 3.5
below. Equations (3-11)-(3-17) describe the system of equations that are used to solve
for the heat rates incident on the lower surface of the monolithic material.

These

equations are solved implicitly, which means that the values for each radiosity are
determined for the time increment in question, rather than the previous time increment
like the rest of the model. However, the values for the radiative heat rates determined
using this analytical approach are used by the remainder of the theoretical model for the
old values of the next time increment.

Figure 3.5: Radiation Network for Element Enclosure
l bar
)
loven
360 0

tan −1 (
FE ,bar 1 =

FE , wall −1 = 1 − FE ,bar1

(3-11)
(3-12)

Where:
FE,bar1

=

the view factor from the element to the bottom surface of
the barrier,

FE,wall-1

=
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the view factor from the element to the element enclosure
liner surface,

lbar

=

the width of the barrier,

loven

=

the width of the oven cavity.

J wall −1 − Eb, wall −1
Rwall −1
J bar 1 − Eb ,bar 1
Rbar1

+

+

J wall −1 − J bar1
− FE , wall −1 * QradE = 0
Rbar ,a

J bar1 − J wall −1
− FE ,bar1 * QradE = 0
Rbar1,a

(3-13)

(3-14)

Where:
Jwall-1

=

the radiosity incident on the surface of the oven liner,

Jbar1

=

the radiosity incident on the lower surface of the barrier,

Eb,wall-1

=

the black body emissive power (Eb = σ*T4) associated with
the liner surface temperature,

Eb,bar1

=

the black body emissive power associated with the
temperature of the barrier’s lower surface.

The thermal resistances, Rwall-1, Rbar1, and Rbar1,a, are described by equations
(3-15)-(3-17). Since (3-18) and (3-19) represent two equations for two unknowns, the
radiosities, Jwall-1 and Jbar1, can be solved simultaneously.
Rwall −1 =

Rbar1 =

1 − ε wall
ε wall * Awall −1

1 − ε bar
ε bar * Abar1

Rbar1, a =

1
FE ,bar1 * Abar1

(3-15)

(3-16)

(3-17)
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Where:
εwall

=

the emissivity of the wall,

Awall-1

=

the area of the liner surface below the barrier,

εbar

=

the emissivity of the barrier,

Abar1

=

the area of the barrier.

The radiative heat rate incident on both of the surfaces can then be determined by:
Qrad ,bar1 =

J bar1 − Eb,bar1

Qrad , wall −1 =

Rbar1
J wall −1 − Eb, wall −1
Rwall −1

(3-18)

(3-19)

A simpler resistance network for the enclosure above the barrier describes the
radiative heat transfer between the upper barrier surface and the cooking enclosure liner
surface. A schematic of the resistance network for the cooking enclosure can be seen in
Figure 3.6, where the wall-2 subscript denotes the liner surface above the barrier and
bar10 denotes the upper surface of the barrier. Equations (3-20)-(3-26) describe the
system of equations that can be used to determine the radiative heat rates for each
surface.

Figure 3.6: Radiation Network for Cooking Enclosure
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Rwall − 2 =

Rbar10 =

1 − ε wall
ε wall * Awall − 2

1 − ε bar
ε bar * Abar10

Rbar10, a =

1
Fwall , bar10 * Abar10

(3-20)

(3-21)

(3-22)

Where:
Awall-2

=

the area of the liner associated with the cooking enclosure,

Abar10

=

the area associated with the top surface of the thermal
barrier,

Fwall,bar10

=

the view factor between the oven liner and the top surface
of the thermal barrier.

Fwall,bar10 is equal to 1 since the oven liner surfaces are assumed isothermal and
the barrier’s top surface is the only other surface located in the cooking enclosure.
Equations (3-23)-(3-26) below depict the energy balances and heat fluxes implied by the
radiation network described.
J wall − 2 − Eb, wall − 2 J wall − 2 − J bar10
+
=0
Rwall − 2
Rbar10, a

(3-23)

J bar10 − Eb, bar 2 J bar10 − J wall − 2
+
=0
Rbar10
Rbar10 , a

(3-24)

Qrad , wall − 2 =

Qrad ,bar10 =

J wall − 2 − Eb, wall − 2
Rwall −2

J bar10 − Eb ,bar10
Rbar10

(3-25)

(3-26)
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Equations for Stacked Barrier
The stacked barrier configuration refers to using a combination of two monolithic
materials, one on top of the other. This configuration was considered in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of combining two materials with dissimilar material properties in order
to attain a better overall affect.

Modeling of this configuration was achieved by

considering the same mathematical approach, as outlined for the monolithic barrier
configuration, with the exception of modifying the conductive heat transfer relations.
The mathematical process outlined by equations (3-8): (3-10) can be used to determine
the conductive heat transfer relations through the stacked barrier. The equations simply
require solving twice (where T1bar1…T1bar10 represent the nodal temperatures of the lower
material and T2bar1…T2bar10 represent the nodal temperatures of the upper material) and
assigning the temperature of the topmost surface of the lower material to be equal to the
temperature of the lowermost surface of the top material (where T1bar10 = T2bar1, and
T1bar10 is the temperature of the topmost surface of the lower material and T2bar1 is the
temperature of the lowermost surface of the top material). This is justified by assuming
intimate contact between the two barrier materials. The mathematical approach used to
calculate the heat flux incident on the element enclosure side surface of the monolithic
material, described in the previous section, can be used to determine the heat flux
incident on the lower surface of the bottom material in the stacked barrier configuration.
The approach used to calculate the heat flux incident on the cavity side surface of the
monolithic material, also described in the previous section, can be used to determine the
heat flux incident on the top surface of the top material in the stacked barrier
configuration.
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Summary

In principle, applications and equations described in Chapter II can be applied to
the modified oven geometry. However, the introduction of the thermal barrier requires
the relations to be applied to two separate oven cavities.

This approach requires

manipulation of the convective relations to include the air exchange between the two
cavities and the surfaces of the barrier introduced. The heat transfer relations have been
described from the initial heat generation throughout the oven. These equations allow
every temperature and heat rate associated with the modified oven geometry to be
calculated. The end result is a time iterative graph of the surface and air temperatures
within the oven. This information can be used to compare various oven modifications on
the basis of thermal feasibility.

CHAPTER IV
OVEN PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Introduction

This chapter describes the performance criteria used to evaluate the feasibility of
an oven design. The performance of an oven design will be determined using three
criteria: 1) maximum thermal loading integrity, 2) cyclic loading characteristics, and
3) baking feasibility.

The maximum thermal loading integrity is determined by

comparing the maximum temperatures of proposed materials within a proposed oven
design with the melting points. The cyclic loading characteristics refer to the ability of
the oven to retain heat. The baking feasibility can be determined by quantifying the heat
flux incident on a baking sheet during normal baking cycle conditions.
Maximum Thermal Loading Integrity

The maximum thermal loading integrity of the oven is evaluated by powering the
lower resistive heating element to continually input heat into the oven cavity over a 5400
second (90 minute) time period to insure thermal equilibrium conditions. The maximum
surface temperatures are compared with the melting temperatures of the candidate
materials. Assuming that the materials do not begin to degrade until the surface of the
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candidate material approaches 0.5-0.7 of the material’s absolute melting temperature
allows for the thermal loading integrity to be evaluated. If the temperatures recorded do
not exceed this limit, then the candidate material is considered feasible. However, if the
temperatures recorded exceed the absolute melting temperature of the candidate materials
within the oven, then the oven is considered infeasible.
Cyclic Loading Characteristics

To determine the cyclic loading characteristics of an oven, the oven’s reaction to
thermal set points will be evaluated for the ‘conventional bake’ setting. The temperature
setting has been defined as 350 °F and is set by the oven’s rheostat. The rheostat cycles
the power to the heating element to maintain the set temperature within the oven cavity,
which is measured by a pair of thermocouples inside the oven cavity (refer to Figure 4.1).
The temperature limits associated with the rheostat cycling can be determined
experimentally by measuring the temperature of the oven liner in proximity to the oven
thermocouples. The first thermal limit measured defines the end of preheating cycle.
This limit will be referred to as the preheat temperature. The oven then cycles between a
maximum temperature, the upper cycling limit, and a minimum temperature, the lower
cycling limit, until the oven is turned off. As stated in the Literature Review section, an
oven with constant heat flux properties is desirable. The cyclic loading characteristics
test quantifies the constant heat flux tendencies of an oven.
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Figure 4.1: Experimental Thermocouple Placement for Thermal Limit Determination
The measured thermal limits are applied to the model by allowing the current
within the heating element, Iwc, to be positive and constant as the temperature of the oven
liner (above the barrier for the modified oven configuration) increases from room
temperature to the preheat temperature. Iwc then becomes zero, which effectively sets the
internal heat generation, Qin, equal to zero.
By the way the model is defined, heat begins to leave the oven through the heat
loss defined by Qlost in equation (2-16). Iwc remains equal to zero until the computed liner
temperature is equal to the lower cycling temperature limit. At this point, Iwc becomes
equal to its original value as defined in equation (2-1).
From this point on, the oven cycles between the measured upper and lower
cycling temperature limits continuously.

This allows cyclic temperatures for every

surface within the oven to be determined and graphed versus time.
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Baking Performance

Baking performance refers to the ability of an oven to produce favorable baking
results. By quantifying both the heat fluxes incident on a pan during a baking cycle and
the expected baking results of these heat fluxes, the baking performance of an oven can
be modeled. This model uses a simple baking evaluation technique based on baking of
sugar cookies. Sugar cookies were selected because of their homogeneity, subtle color
changes during baking, and reproducible baking results for verification.
Theoretical Approach to Baking Cookies
In order to evaluate the expected baking characteristics of a proposed oven
design, a theoretical cookie baking model was established. This modeling approach
assumed that a theoretical baking sheet at room temperature is placed inside the oven at
the end of the initial preheat cycle.

During the preheat cycle, the mathematical

approaches discussed thus far are employed until the first temperature limit is reached.
At this point, a pan initially at room temperature is heated for a period of twelve minutes
while the model continues to cycle between the upper and lower thermal limits of the
liner temperature. Heat is transferred to the baking pan by way of convection from the
cavity air and radiation from the cavity liner surfaces. During the twelve minute time
period, the temperatures of all surfaces and heat fluxes are calculated. At the end of the
baking period, the results are compared to the experimentally predetermined ranking
scale. No compensation was made for heat lost due to the oven door being opened.
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Modeling Approach to Cookie Baking in an Unmodified Oven
In the unmodified oven, heat is transferred to the baking sheet by way of
convection from the surrounding air, radiation from the liner surfaces and radiation from
the heating element. The pan itself is modeled as a lumped capacitor, similar to the
treatment of the oven liner. Since the initial temperature of the pan is assumed to be
room temperature and the temperatures of the surrounding air and surfaces are all
defined, solving for the various heat fluxes incident on the surfaces of the pan determine
the change in temperature of the pan. Only the top and bottom surfaces have been
considered relevant because the pan is assumed to be thin. However, the thickness of the
pan becomes relevant when determining the mass of the pan.
The convective heat transfer to the pan, Qconv,pan, follows the general system of
equations outlined in equations (2-17): (2-26), where the heat fluxes incident on the top
surface and bottom surface of the pan are solved separately then lumped together. A
change to the radiation network inside the oven cavity occurs when the pan is introduced,
as shown schematically in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Radiation Network for an Unmodified Cooking Enclosure with Baking Pan
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In Figure 4.2 above, the view factor between the wall and the heating element,
FE,wall, is no longer equal to 1, and is calculated using equations (4-1)-(4-3). The black
body emissivities, Eb,pan and Eb,wall, can be determined using equation (2-28) and
substituting Telement with Tpan and Twall respectively. Since the element is considered a
pure emitter, the emissive heat released by the surface of the liner is absorbed by the
baking pan, the view factor between the liner and pan is equal to 1.

FE , pan

 −1  w pan  

 tan 

d

,
E
pan


=
o

360







(4-1)

FE , wall = 1 − FE , pan

(4-2)

Fwall , pan = 1

(4-3)

Where:
wpan

=

dE,pan =

the width of the pan,
the distance between the heating element and the pan.

The thermal resistances shown in Figure 4.1 (Rwall, Rpan,a and Rpan) can be solved using
the following equations:
 1 − ε wall 
Rwall = 

 ε wall * Awall 

(4-4)



1
R pan, a = 

 Fwall , pan * Apan 

(4-5)

 1 − ε pan 
R pan = 

 ε pan * Apan 

(4-6)
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Where:
εpan

=

the emissivity of the pan surface,

Apan

=

the total surface area of the pan,

The heat rates due to radiation, Qrad,wall and Qrad,pan, can then be defined using the
following equations:
 J − Eb, wall 
Qrad , wall =  wall

Rwall



(4-7)

 J − Eb, pan 
Qrad , pan =  pan

R pan



(4-8)

The temperature of the pan at the next time increment can then be determined
N
using the following equation and solving for the new pan temperature, T pan
:

N
m pan * c p , pan * (Tpan
− Tpan )

∆t

= Qrad , pan + Qconv , pan

(4-9)

Modeling Approach to Cookie Baking in a Modified Oven
Although the convective heat fluxes, incident on the baking pan, can be
determined using the equations for the unmodified oven, the radiation heat transfer
calculations must be modified. The radiative heat flux network must account for all
surfaces inside the cooking enclosure. Figure 4.3 displays a schematic of the radiation
network for the cooking enclosure with a pan. The radiation network associated with the
element enclosure, as discussed in Chapter III, is unchanged.
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Figure 4.3: Radiation Network for Cooking Enclosure with Baking Pan (Modified Oven)
In Figure 4.2, the thermal resistance associated with cooking enclosure wall and
the barrier’s top surface, Rbar10,a, is no longer defined as discussed in the preceding
sections. Rwall-2 and Rbar10 remain constant. The following system of equations can be
used to determine the heat rates associated with all surfaces inside the cooking enclosure
for a modified oven with a pan.
Rbar 10, a =

Fwall − 2,bar10 =

1
Fwall − 2, bar 10 * Awall − 2

Abar10
Awall − 2

  Apan

* 1 − 
* Fpan,bar10 

  Abar 10

(4-10)

(4-11)

Where:
dpan,bar10

=

the distance between the barrier and the pan.


1
Rwall − 2, pan = 

 Fpan , wall − 2 * Apan 

(4-12)
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Fpan, wall − 2 = 1 − Fpan, bar10

(4-13)



1
Rbar 10, pan = 

 Fpan, bar10 * Apan 

(4-14)

F pan , bar 10


 tan

= 




−1

 w pan

d
 pan , bar 10
360 o










 1 − ε pan 
R pan = 

 ε pan * Apan 

(4-15)

(4-16)

Qrad,wall-2 and Qrad,bar10 are determined using equations (3-25) and (3-26) above.
The heat rate via radiation to the pan is determined using equations (4-7) and (4-8) above.
The pan temperature can then be calculated using equation (4-9).
Modeled Cookie Baking Evaluation
The theoretical cookie baking results are evaluated based on five criteria: 1) the
heat flux by convection, 2) the heat flux by radiation, 3) the total heat flux incident on the
baking pan, 4) the maximum temperature of the pan, and 5) experimental cookie baking
results. Since the temperatures and heat fluxes relative to all surfaces within the oven are
recorded for every time step, the total heat flux, or time rate of change of temperature,
into the baking pan can be calculated. Because cookies undergo significant thermal
property changes during the baking, the cookie was not modeled in this research project.
However, the temperature changes of the pan alone can be evaluated to determine how a
prospective oven design will perform based on the premise that the heat flux incident on
cookies will be equivalent to the heat flux incident on the pan.
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A scaling system was devised by comparing the experimental baking results of a
particular oven design with the corresponding computed heat fluxes and maximum
temperature related to the baking sheet. The scaling system ranks the theoretical cookie
baking results on a scale of 0 to 5 related to the color of the expected results, 0 being
burned and 5 being under baked. The computed heat flux incident on the top of a cookie
is used to determine the cookie’s top color, the bottom heat flux for the cookie’s bottom
color. The total heat flux and the maximum temperature recorded were used to determine
the extent, or thoroughness, of the baking through the center of the cookie.
Summary

The methods of evaluating the feasibility of a proposed oven design have been
presented. The maximum thermal loading integrity test evaluates the survivability of
candidate materials by comparing the calculated maximum temperatures with the melting
temperatures of the candidate materials. The cyclic loading characteristics test can be
used to approximate a proposed oven’s cyclic characteristics and thermal capacitance
affects. The baking performance provides an approach toward modeling the process of
heating a theoretical cookie sheet.

CHAPTER V
MODELING METHODOLOGY
Introduction

All calculations were programmed Microsoft (MS) Excel using Visual Basic
(VB). MS Excel was selected as a user friendly environment common on personal
computers (PC). Macros written in VB prompted user inputs, apply model equations, and
display the results in an Excel friendly format. Although the use of VB and MS Excel to
execute the model is less time efficient than other available software (such as
FORTRAN), the necessity for the program to be user friendly and cross platform
compatible outweighed time considerations.

The resulting model, dubbed ThOR

(Theoretical Oven Response), has the capabilities to evaluate the thermal response of
three basic oven geometries: 1) the unmodified oven, 2) the oven with a barrier installed,
and 3) the oven with a stacked barrier installed. This model enables the user to define the
candidate materials for each surface, material thicknesses and lower resistive heating
element design. The user can select what criterion is to be evaluated: 1) maximum
thermal loading integrity test, 2) cyclic loading characteristics test, or 3) baking
performance test.
The following sections present an overview of the programming logic for each
test and the relevance of results produced by the ThOR program. The user manual for the
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program, which explains the general flow of user forms and applications, can be found in
Appendix D.
Maximum Thermal Loading Integrity Model

The maximum thermal loading integrity test calculates the maximum
temperatures within the oven over an extended period of time. This was achieved by
setting the current through the resistive wire core of the heating element to a constant.
The simulation was then executed over a period of 5400 seconds (90 minutes) to allow
sufficient time for the oven to reach steady state conditions. The maximum temperature
for each surface is calculated and displayed. This allows the integrity of the candidate
materials to be evaluated by comparing the maximum temperature outputs to the melting
temperatures of materials, which results in a pass/fail criterion for oven design feasibility.
Appendix A contains the VB programs used to implement the maximum thermal integrity
test for the unmodified oven, the modified oven with a monolithic barrier, and the
modified oven with a stacked barrier configuration.
Cyclic Loading Characteristics Model

This portion of the model solves for the cycling characteristics of a proposed oven
based on a temperature setting of 350 °F. The preheat time can be deduced from the time
required for the oven to reach the first temperature limit. The oven’s thermal capacitance
effectiveness can be deduced from the time period between the current supplied to the
element being turned off, denoted by a drop in the element surface temperature, and when
the element is turned on again. This quantity is called the ‘temperature hold time’.
Desirable results for this test are defined by the duration of the temperature hold time. A
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long temperature hold time coincides with desirable heat flux properties and lower power
consumption ratings for the oven design tested. The VB program used for the cyclic
characteristics test of an unmodified oven is presented in Appendix B. Appendix B only
considers the unmodified oven analysis program because the only changes made between
this program and the ones presented in Appendix A pertain to cycling limits.
Baking Performance Model

This portion of the model takes into account a theoretical cookie sheet, initially at
room temperature, placed in the oven when preheating conditions are met and heated for
a period of 12 minutes. The pertinent information gained from the results of this testing
mode are: expected cookie top color, expected cookie bottom color, scalar ranking of
cookie surface colors (0 being burned and 5 being under baked), expected thoroughness
of baking, and a temperature versus time graph of all surface and air temperatures within
the oven.
Summary

The ThOR program determines the overall feasibility of a proposed oven design
by executing three types of tests: 1) the maximum thermal loading integrity test, 2) the
cyclic characteristics test, and 3) the cookie baking feasibility test. The maximum
thermal loading integrity test considers the materials’ ability to withstand maximum
temperatures within the oven. The cyclic characteristics test determines the constant heat
flux propensity of an oven design and power consumption requirements. The cookie
baking feasibility test determines if a proposed oven will produce favorable baking
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results. All of the testing results compiled by ThOR combine to predict the overall oven
design feasibility.

CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Introduction

This chapter is dedicated to outlining the experimental setup and approaches used
to verify the modeling effort.

The data acquisition system included hardware and

software from National Instruments (NI). Microsoft Excel was used for the analysis and
graphical display of the data collected.
For purposes of theoretical modeling validation, only certain temperatures within
the oven were required. Specific test setup and procedure for these experiments are
outlined in this chapter. The results of the experiments are used to validate the various
assumptions and mathematical modeling techniques used previously. The experiments
conducted include: 1) heat flux measurement experiment, 2) isothermal surface
verification experiment, 3) oven liner temperature verification, 4) cookie baking
experiment, and 5) heat flux measurement experiment.
Experimental Apparatus

The hardware used for data acquisition included a computer, a data acquisition
PCI card, a signal conditioning chassis with a 32-channel thermocouple amplifier module
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and terminal block installed, and type J thermocouple wire.
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The thermocouple

amplification module has 32 differential inputs that are capable of reading voltages in the
range of +100 mV. The offset error associated with this device is 100 µV; the gain error
is 0.1% of the reading.

All cables, connectors, and boards are shielded to prevent

external signal excitation. The terminal block contains a high accuracy thermistor for
cold junction compensation at the thermocouple connection site. The terminal block
transmitts the voltage created by each thermocouple to the 32 channel thermocouple input
module. The signal is then amplified and digitized by the data acquisition card. NI
LabView translates the voltage readings into tab deliminated numerical format. The end
result of this apparatus is a tabular data output for all thermocouples with a time step
reading included, which is readable by MS Excel.
Heat Flux Measurement Experiment

The heat flux measurement experiment was used to quantify the heat flux incident
on a cookie during the baking process of the various oven configurations available for
testing. This information was used to verify the effect of the thermal properties of the
oven materials on the heat flux incident on a baked good. In order to accurately measure
the heat flux incident on a surface being baked, a medium with definable heat transfer
characteristics had to be selected that would allow for relatively easy temperature
measurement at various locations within the medium using thermocouples.
This experiment does not require the medium to have the same heat transfer
characteristics of a cookie. During the baking process, the thermal properties of cookie
dough change. This makes measuring the heat flux required to bake a cookie difficult.
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However, if the heat flux can be measured with a different medium, one with constant
thermal properties, the effects of the oven modifications can be ascertained. The heat
flux measurements can be compared to the bake test results for verification that the
physical oven modifications’ effects on the heat transfer properties of the oven have been
effectively measured. Water was selected because it is homogeneous and the properties
at various temperatures are readily available.
A square baking pan, with similar color, surface finish, and thickness as the pan
used in the baking experiment, was selected for this experiment. The pan was filled with
water to a depth of 25.4 mm. A 25 thermocouple grid was set up in a 5x5 matrix
approximately 12.7 mm above the bottom of the pan with 25.4 mm between rows and
columns.
The oven configurations tested during this experiment included an unmodified
oven and the modified oven design with various thermal barriers installed. The thermal
barrier materials were selected based on a wide range of thermal properties and aesthetic
appeal for the surface facing the cooking enclosure. The monolithic structure evaluated
utilized a monolithic oven liner material as the thermal barrier. The stacked barriers
evaluated consisted of ¼” thick samples of: commercially pure copper, copper chromium
(C182), nickel alloy 800, titanium, and stainless steel 304; as the bottom material with
Euro-KeraTM glass ceramic as the top material. Euro-KeraTM glass ceramic is a material
that is transparent and has high conductive properties normal to the surface with impeded
conductivity parallel to the surface due to its crystalline structure. This material is
commonly used on modern stove top ranges because of the aesthetic appeal of the
material.
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Ten separate measurements were made with each oven configuration in order to
measure the heat flux incident on the top of the pan and through the bottom of the pan.
To measure the heat flux incident on the top surface of the pan, five experiments were
executed with the sides and bottom of the pan insulated. To measure the heat flux
propagated through the bottom of the pan, five experiments were executed with the sides
and the top of the pan insulated. The oven was then preheated to 177oC. Upon reaching
the set temperature, the pan of water was placed inside the oven and allowed to record
temperatures for 12 minutes, as in the cookie baking test procedure below.

The

temperature at each thermocouple was recorded once per second during the 12 minute
period.
Using the specific heat and density of water, the total heat flux into the water was
determined at every thermocouple during the baking process using equation (6-1). For
this calculation:
q” =

water·cp·V·(∆T/∆t·A)

(6-1)

Where:
V

=

the volume of water surrounding each thermocouple (assumed to
be 16.39 cm3)

∆T

=

the change in temperature,

∆t

=

the change in time and A is the surface area (assumed to be
6.45 cm2).

The specific heat of water, cp, is 4.18 kJ/kg*K. The density of water,
kg/m3.

water,

is 0.998
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Isothermal Surface Verification Experiment

In order to determine if the isothermal surface temperature assumption was
plausible for the barrier surface, a thermal gradient test was devised. This test consisted
of placing 30 thermocouples in a grid-like pattern on the cooking enclosure side surface
of a commercially pure copper thermal barrier, see Figure 6.1 below.

Figure 6.1: Thermocouple Map for Isothermal Surface Experiment
The oven was then set to 350 °F and allowed to cycle. The temperature of each
thermocouple was measured and recorded every 0.5 seconds over a period of 5400
seconds and displayed in a two-dimensional thermal contour plot for each time
increment.
Oven Liner Surface Temperature Verification

In order to validate the assumptions presented, the liner temperatures computed
were compared to experimental measurements. Two thermocouple measurements,
located on opposing side walls of the oven cavity, were measured every 0.5 seconds
during a time period of 60 minutes with the oven set to 350 °F. The computed results for
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the oven liner using the cyclic model were plotted with the experimental results. This test
was conducted on an unmodified oven geometry and a modified oven geometry with a
titanium monolithic barrier.
Cookie Baking Experiment

The cookie baking experiment was used to establish the scaling system used for
the modeling approach, and then to validate the model. The procedure for the cookie
baking experiment involved baking sugar cookies at 350 °F for 12 minutes using various
oven configurations. The results of each experimental run were evaluated based on
cookie top color, cookie bottom color, and consistency of dough after baking. A burned
cookie refers to a dark brown outer color on the top and bottom with a crunchy cookie
center. An under baked cookie refers to a pale color and a doughy cookie center. The
results for each of the ovens tested were then tabulated and ranked based on cooking
results.

CHAPTER VII
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction

No predictions from a theoretical model can be considered valid without some
type of experimental verification. This model will be validated based on the following
experiments: isothermal liner and barrier surface assumption validation, cyclic surface
temperature validation, cookie bake testing validation, and heat flux measurement
validation. Each experiment supports a different aspect of the modeling approach. By
comparing the experimental results with the computed results of the mathematical model,
the model is validated.
First, the isothermal surface assumption validation will be presented, followed by
the cyclic surface temperature validation. Then the maximum thermal loading integrity
test results will be discussed. Lastly, the cookie bake test results will be presented,
followed by a summary.
Heat Flux Measurement Results

The results of the heat flux measurement experiment, described in Section VI.2,
are presented in Table VII.1. This testing was conducted prior to development of the
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model. The results of this test were used to verify the range of changes to the thermal
environment inside a modified oven.
Table 7.1
HEAT FLUX MEASURMENT TEST RESULTS
Barrier Tested
None
Copper (comm. pure) +
Glass Ceramic
Copper Chromium (C182) +
Glass Ceramic
Nickel Alloy 800 +
Glass Ceramic
Stainless Steel-304 + Glass
Ceramic
Titanium + Glass Ceramic
Liner

Top Heat
Flux kW/m2

Bottom Heat Flux
(kW/m2)

%
Top

%
Bottom

Total Heat
Flux
(kW/m2)

1.77 +0.07

3.52 +0.15

34%

66%

5.29 +0.22

1.80 +0.12

2.92 +0.26

38%

62%

4.72 +0.38

1.70 +0.21

2.91 +0.16

41%

59%

4.61 +0.37

1.73 +0.11

3.10 +0.36

38%

62%

4.83 +0.47

1.90 +0.13

3.03 +0.18

35%

65%

4.93 +0.31

1.91 +0.16
1.72 +0.10

3.17 +0.34
2.96 +0.19

39%
36%

61%
64%

5.08 +0.50
4.68 +0.29

A brief uncertainty analysis was conducted on the heat flux experimental results
using general uncertainty correlations12.

The data reduction equation (6-1) utilizes

tabulated constants for all of the variables except the change in temperature. The biases
associated with the tabulated values are based on the minimum and maximum values of
each value over the temperature range measured.

Since each thermocouple was

calibrated using a common ice bath, the thermocouple bias can be neglected.

The

apparatus used during testing has a + 1oC precision over the temperature range measured
based on a confidence interval of 95%. The total uncertainty includes the standard
deviations between heat flux experiments and the bias associated with the heat flux
calculation. The heat flux bias equation is:

2

Bq” = (B +

Bcp2

+

BV2

+
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(7-1)

BA2)0.5

Where:
Bq”

=

the bias associated with the heat flux measurements,

Bρ

=

the bias associated with the density,

Bcp

=

the bias associated with the specific heat,

BV

=

the bias associated with the volume measurement,

BA

=

the bias associated with the area measurement.

The total uncertainty for each experiment was calculated using the following equation:
Uq” = 2·((Bq”/2)2 + Sq”2)0.5

(7-2)

Table 7.2.
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS RESULTS
Barrier Tested
None
Copper (comm. pure) + Glass Ceramic
Copper Chromium (C182) + Glass Ceramic
Nickel Alloy 800 + Glass Ceramic
Stainless Steel-304 + Glass Ceramic
Titanium + Glass Ceramic
Liner

Top Heat Flux
Uncertainty
3.9 %
6.9 %
12.2 %
6.4 %
6.7 %
8.5 %
5.9 %

Bottom Heat Flux
Uncertainty
4.2 %
9.0 %
5.6 %
11.5 %
5.8 %
10.6 %
6.5 %

Comparing the uncertainty of this experiment, in Table VII.2, to the range of heat
fluxes measured, in Table VII.1, there is a noted overlap in the heat fluxes for the
modified ovens considered.

There is, however, a significant change in the thermal

environment in the oven with the implementation of a thermal barrier.
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Isothermal Surface Assumption Validation

The modeling approach assumed that every surface within the oven cavity is
isothermal. The assumption of an isothermal surface for the oven liner surfaces was
established in the work done by Abraham and Sparrow6. In their experiments, 170
thermocouple sites provided temperature readings for four different oven temperature
settings: 300, 350, 400, and 450 °F. Isotherms were then plotted for each surface in order
to compare the readings. Although there was a temperature difference of approximately
40 °C over the entire range of thermocouple readings, there was only a + 20 °C deviation
from the mean temperature. The end result of Abraham and Sparrow’s research was the
assumption that the oven liner surfaces could be defined as isothermal.
The isothermal surface assumption validation for the thermal barrier’s surfaces
was achieved using the experimental procedure outlined in Section VI.3. Temperatures
were recorded at 25 evenly spaced thermocouple sites across the surface a commercially
pure copper monolithic barrier. Comparing the various contour plots recorded during the
5400 second time period led to the determination of the largest temperature deviations,
shown in Figure 7.1. The plot shows that there are negligible differences between the
temperatures at each thermocouple site when the thermal gradient over the barrier’s
surface is at a maximum.

This supports the assumption of an isothermal surface

temperature for the thermal barrier.
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Figure 7.1: Thermal Contour Plot of Barrier’s Top Surface at Maximum Deviation
Surface Temperature Validation

The surface temperature validation compares the experimentally obtained liner
temperatures with that of the computed liner temperatures for the unmodified oven and
the modified oven with a titanium barrier installed. First, the method of obtaining the
temperature limits of the model will be discussed, followed by the validation of the
model as a whole.

The final portion of this section will present the full cycling

temperature data available by using ThOR for the unmodified oven and the titanium
barrier oven configuration.
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Thermal Limit Determination
During normal cycling of an unmodified oven, the temperature limits were
measured inside the oven by a pair of thermocouples located at either end of the oven
cavity’s top liner surface, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. With a setting of 350 °F, the
temperature limit as measured after the preheat cycle was 433 °F. The heating element,
regulated by the rheostat, cycles off and the oven looses heat until the thermocouple
temperature measures 354 °F. At this point, the heating element cycles on until the
thermocouple temperature measures 400 °F. The oven continues to cycle between liner
temperatures of 354 °F and 400 °F. These limits were then applied to the model to
regulate the cycling of the heating element current for a 350 °F oven setting.
Oven Cycling Temperature Versus Time Comparison
Two thermocouples were mounted on opposing interior walls of the oven where
temperatures were recorded over a 3600 second time period.

An additional single

shielded thermocouple was suspended in open air at the center of the cooking cavity. The
same oven configuration was input into ThOR and the results compared over the same
time period, Figures 7.2-7.5.
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Figure 7.2: Wall Temperature Comparison for Unmodified Oven

Figure 7.3: Air Temperature Comparison for Unmodified Oven
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Figure 7.4: Wall Temperature Comparison for Modified Oven (Titanium Barrier)

Figure 7.5: Air Temperature Comparison for Modified Oven (Titanium Barrier)
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The temperature comparisons in Figures 7.2-7.5 show that the theoretical model
follows the thermal trends within the oven. Deviations in the air were expected and can
be attributed to the lumped air mass modeling assumption for the cavity compared to the
location of the thermocouple during the experiment. In other words, the model accounts
for an average air temperature within the oven cavity by lumping all heat fluxes incident
on the air mass into a single heat flux and assuming the air is isothermal. In a real world
context, the temperature of the air in proximity to the oven liner and barrier will be higher
than the air located in the middle of the oven. The thermocouple for this experiment was
positioned in the center of the oven cavity. Therefore, the air temperatures measured
should be lower than the theoretical air temperatures calculated.

Validation of the

temperature limits is accomplished by comparing the point at which the slope of the
measured temperature lines become negative with the congruent point of the theoretical
temperature lines.
Cyclic Characteristics Test Results

Having validated the assumptions used for the modeling effort, the ThOR
program can now be discussed. In reference to the cyclic characteristics of a proposed
oven design, ThOR has the capabilities to determine the temperature hold time of the
oven and every surface temperature within the oven over the entire time interval. Figures
7.6 and 7.7 display the graphical outputs of ThOR for an unmodified configuration and a
titanium monolithic barrier installed, while Tables VII.3 and VII.4 summarize the
maximum temperatures.
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Figure 7.6: Cycling Characteristics Test Results for an Unmodified Oven.
Figure 7.6 displays the (A) heating element surface, (B) oven liner surface, and
(C) cavity air mass.
Table 7.3
CYCLING CHARACTERISTICS TEST RESULTS FOR AN UNMODIFIED OVEN
Oven
Configuration

Temperature
Hold Time

Max. Temp of
Cavity Air Mass

Max. Temp of
Oven Liner

Unmodified

460 sec.

471 °F

435 °F
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Figure 7.7: Cycling Characteristics Test Results for a Modified Oven with Titanium
Monolithic Barrier Installed
Figure 7.7 displays the (A) heating element surface, (B) element enclosure air
mass, (C) element enclosure liner surface, (D) lower surface of barrier, (E) upper surface
of barrier, (F) cavity air mass, and (G) cooking enclosure liner surface.
Table 7.4
CYCLING CHARACTERISTICS TEST RESULTS FOR A MODIFIED OVEN WITH
TITANIUM MONOLITHIC BARRIER INSTALLED
Oven
Config.
Titanium
Monolithic
Barrier
Installed

Temp
Hold
Time

Max.
Temp of
Air Above
Barrier

Max.
Temp of
Air Below
Barrier

Max.
Temp of
Liner Above
Barrier

Max.
Temp of
Liner Below
Barrier

709 sec.

492 °F

543 °F

436 °F

600 °F
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Maximum Thermal Loading Integrity Test Results

The results of the maximum thermal loading integrity test will consider three oven
geometries: unmodified oven, oven with a titanium monolithic barrier installed, and oven
with a commercially pure copper (lower material) and titanium (upper material) in a
stacked barrier.

The results are presented in graphical format with the maximum

calculated temperatures in tabular format.
Figure 7.8 displays the temperature versus time results of an unmodified oven
configuration for the maximum thermal loading integrity test. The predicted temperature
profiles are displayed for: (A) the lower resistive heating element, (B) the oven liner
material surface, and (C) the cavity air mass. The maximum temperatures are displayed
in Table VII.5.

Figure 7.8: Maximum Thermal Loading Integrity Test Results for an Unmodified Oven.
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Table 7.5
MAXIMUM THERMAL LOADING INTEGRITY TEST RESULTS FOR AN
UNMODIFIED OVEN
Temperature Description:
Heating Element Surface Temperature (A)
Liner Material Surface Temperature (B)
Cavity Air Mass Temperature (C)

Maximum Temperature
Calculated
1185.5 °F
650.7 °F
680.8 °F

The calculated maximum temperature is compared with the material’s melting
point. For example, the maximum temperature of the liner material surface is 650.7 °F
and the liner is composed of mild steel. The lower critical temperature of AISI 1010 is
about 1300 °F, well above the calculated maximum temperature. Therefore the material
will withstand maximum thermal loading. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the rest
of the materials.
For the modified oven configuration with a monolithic titanium barrier the
maximum thermal loading integrity test produced the graph in Figure 7.9. This graph
plots the temperature versus time for the (A) heating element surface, (B) element
enclosure liner, (C) element enclosure cavity air mass, (D) element enclosure side surface
of barrier, (E) cavity enclosure side surface of the barrier, (F) cavity enclosure air mass
temperature, and (G) cavity enclosure liner temperature. Note the overlap in the barrier’s
top and bottom surface temperatures (D and E). Table VII.6 summarizes the maximum
temperatures of each surface.
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Figure 7.9: Maximum Thermal Loading Integrity Test Results for a Modified Oven with
Titanium Monolithic Barrier Installed
Table 7.6
MAXIMUM THERMAL LOADING INTEGRITY TEST RESULTS FOR A
MODIFIED OVEN WITH TITANIUM MONOLITHIC BARRIER INSTALLED
Temperature Description:
Element Surface Temperature
Element Enclosure Liner Temperature
Element Enclosure Air Mass Temperature
Lower Surface of Barrier
Upper Surface of Barrier
Cavity Enclosure Liner Temperature
Cavity Enclosure Air Mass Temperature

Maximum Temperature Calculated
1185.9 °F
723.3 °F
671.3 °F
669.9 °F
668.0 °F
557.1 °F
626.2 °F

The graphical results for a modified oven configuration, with a titanium
(upper)/copper (lower) stacked wall comprising the barrier is presented in Figure 7.10.
The temperatures displayed are congruent with the temperatures given for a monolithic
barrier, where the lower surface temperature of the barrier is the temperature of the lower
surface of the copper plate and the upper surface temperature of the barrier is the
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temperature of the upper surface of the titanium plate. The maximum temperature results
are summarized in Table VII.7. Based on the data in Figure 7.10 and Table VII.6, the
oven will not exceed the melting temperatures of the materials. However, concern might
be raised over the time required to reach elevated temperatures. At the end of the 5400
second time period, the cooking enclosure liner temperature is still below the first
temperature limit for the 350 °F temperature setting.

Figure 7.10: Maximum Thermal Loading Integrity Test Results for a Modified Oven with
Titanium/Copper Stacked Barrier Installed
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Table 7.7
MAXIMUM THERMAL LOADING INTEGRITY TEST RESULTS FOR A
MODIFIED OVEN WITH TITANIUM/COPPER STACKED BARRIER INSTALLED
Temperature Description:
Element Surface Temperature
Element Enclosure Liner Temperature
Element Enclosure Air Mass Temperature
Lower Surface of Barrier
Upper Surface of Barrier
Cooking Enclosure Liner Temperature
Cooking Enclosure Air Mass Temperature

Maximum Temperature Calculated
1180.8 °F
573.6 °F
509.1 °F
365.6 °F
253.0 °F
411.2 °F
409.3 °F

Cookie Baking Results

In order to establish desirable baking results, a desirable process had to be
defined. Using an unmodified oven, a desirable cookie was found to possess: thorough
baking through the center of the cookie, light brown top, and a dark brown bottom.
Cookies baked using a titanium monolithic thermal barrier resulted in thorough baking
through the center, a lighter brown top color, and medium brown bottom color. The
copper monolithic thermal barrier implementation resulted in an under-baked cookie,
pale cookie top, and light brown cookie bottom. These cases defined the criteria for
over-baked cookies, desirable cookies, and under-baked cookies. By calculating the heat
fluxes described using the theoretical model and ranking the results with emphasis on
radiation, a scale was devised. The scale ranges from 0 to 5, where 0 is equivalent to a
completely burned cookie surface, 4 is a perfectly browned cookie surface, and 5 is an
under-baked cookie surface.
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Figures 7.11 through 7.13 display the temperature versus time graphs output by
ThOR using the configurations described above. Tables VII.8 through VII.11 summarize
the maximum outputs of the respective test case.

Figure 7.11: Cookie Baking Test Results for an Unmodified Oven.
Figure 7.11 displays the temperatures of the (A) heating element surface, (B) oven
liner surface, (C) cavity air mass, and (D) the baking sheet.
Table 7.8
COOKIE BAKING TEST RESULTS FOR AN UNMODIFIED OVEN
Cookie
Bottom
Color
1.33

Cookie Top
Color
1.66

Inside
Texture of
Cookie
Crunchy

Total Heat
Flux to Pan
(W/m2)
990.11

Max. Pan
Temperature
(°F)
418.55

Preheat
Time
(sec)
1311
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Figure 7.12: Cookie Baking Test Results for a Modified Oven with Titanium Monolithic
Barrier Installed
In Figure 7.12, the temperatures displayed are: (A) heating element surface, (B)
element enclosure air mass, (C) element enclosure liner surface, (D) lower surface of
barrier, (E) upper surface of barrier, (F) cooking enclosure air mass, (G) cooking
enclosure liner surface, and (H) baking sheet surface.
Table 7.9
COOKIE BAKING TEST RESULTS FOR A MODIFIED OVEN WITH TITANIUM
MONOLITHIC BARRIER INSTALLED
Cookie
Bottom
Color
3.16

Cookie Top
Color
2.49

Inside
Texture of
Cookie
Perfect

Total Heat
Flux to Pan
(W/m2)
720.07

Max. Pan
Temperature
(°F)
359.30

Preheat
Time
(sec)
2619

Table VII.10 presents the total heat flux results and percentages of convection and
radiation incident on the theoretical pan used in the scaling method described. Table
VII.11 summarizes the results of the experimental cookie bake testing established in the
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experimental validation section with the results of the theoretical cookie baking scaling
method. As can be seen in the tables, the theoretical scaling matches the trends observed
during the experimental runs. This information can be used to definitively validate the
estimated baking effectiveness results obtained through the use of ThOR.
Table 7.10
THEORETICAL HEAT FLUX RESULTS
Oven Design
Unmodified
Titanium Barrier
Copper Barrier

Percent (%)
Radiation
80.21%
70.25%
73.55%

Total Heat Flux to
Pan (W/m2)
990.11
720.07
675.07

Percent (%)
Convection
19.79%
29.75%
26.45%

Table 7.11
THEORETICAL SCALING RESULTS COMPARED TO EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Oven Design

Top Scaling
Results

Bottom Scaling
Results

Center Texture
(Theoretical)

Bottom Exp.
Results

Unmodified
Titanium Barrier
Copper Barrier

1.66
2.49
3.32

1.33
3.16
4.49

Crunchy
Fully-baked
Under-baked

Dark brown
Light brown
Very light
brown

Center
Texture
(Exp)
Over-baked
Favorable
Under-baked

Summary

The isothermal surface assumption was validated for both the liner surfaces and
the barrier structure. An overall validation of the model is substantiated by the oven
cycling temperature versus time comparison. Deviations in the model from experimental
results have been attributed to the lumped capacitance modeling assumption in
comparison to single point thermocouple measurements. Validation of the cyclic model
also validates the maximum temperature integrity test because the same assumptions
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govern both processes. The maximum thermal loading integrity test results in a pass/fail
criterion for proposed oven designs based on available melting temperature data. The
experimental cookie baking test results coincide closely with the modeling approach and
scaling techniques used in ThOR program. Therefore, the baking performance predicted
by ThOR has been validated.

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Although residential ovens are an every day commodity, modeling of the process
is complex. The common oven design, which consists of a resistive heating element
located inside an insulated cavity, has not changed for years. The lack of design change
revolves around the time and capital required to develop oven modificationsthrough trial
and error processes. As better understanding of heat transfer properties develop, better
modeling of heat transfer situations such as baking can be devised. By modeling a
residential oven, the material selection and geometric variations can be evaluated.
The purpose of this project was to provide develop and validate a model for a
residential oven using a time iterative solution. The design software developed is capable
of determining the performance of a conventional oven design as well as a proposed oven
modification. By evaluating every facet of an oven, from internal heat generation to heat
loss through the insulation, a predictive working model is feasible. The model developed
allows for every material within the oven to be modified, by geometry or thermal
properties.
The output data includes a temperature versus time plot that presents the expected
surface temperatures for the oven surfaces, the maximum temperatures during cycling,
the time required to preheat, and the thermal capacitance of the oven. Further insight into
82
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the theoretical feasibility of an oven design can be ascertained from the theoretical cookie
baking model. By considering the same correlations for convection and slightly modified
radiation resistance networks, temperatures and heat fluxes incident on a baking pan can
be determined. This information results in a scaling scheme that evaluates the baking
performance of a proposed oven design.
By applying governing equations of heat transfer presented in this research, it
becomes possible to evaluate a multitude of oven geometries and material combinations
in predicting the feasibility of a proposed oven design change prior to fabrication and
testing. Predicting the performance of a proposed oven design reduces the time required
to develop new ovens.

Predictive modeling also provides insight into the thermal

properties selection for an oven that will provide the best overall results. As a result,
companies can provide consumers a well designed oven with minimal capital
expenditures.
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APPENDIX A
VISUAL BASIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH TO
MAXIMUM THERMAL LOADING
INTEGRITY TEST
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Sub Unmodified_Calculation_WideOpen()
row_air = p_air / (R_air * air_temp)
nu_air = mu_air / row_air
beta = 1 / ((air_temp + Wall_T) / 2)
alpha_air = k_air / (row_air * cp_air)
Eb_element = sb_const * (Element_T ^ 4)
Eb2 = sb_const * (Wall_T ^ 4)
Eb3 = sb_const * (Pan_Temp ^ 4)
RaL_sides=(grav*beta*(Wall_T-air_temp)*(L_sides^3))/(nu_air*alpha_air)
NuL_sides = (0.68+((0.67*(RaL_sides^(1/4))/((1+(0.492/(Pr_air^(9/16))))^(4/9)))))
h_conv_sides = NuL_sides * k_air / L_sides
Qconv_sides = h_conv_sides * A_sides * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaL_top = (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air * alpha_air)
If RaL_top > 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.15
na1 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top <= 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.54
na1 = (1 / 4)
End If
NuL_top = const1 * (RaL_top ^ na1)
h_conv_top = NuL_top * k_air / L_top
Qconv_top = h_conv_top * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaL_bottom=(grav*beta*(Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air * alpha_air)
NuL_bottom = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom ^ (1 / 4))
h_conv_bottom = NuL_bottom * k_air / L_top
Qconv_bottom = h_conv_bottom * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaD = grav*beta*(Element_T-air_temp)*(d_element^3)/(nu_air*alpha_air)
NuD = (0.6+(0.387*(RaD^(1/6))/((1+((0.559/Pr_air)^(9/16)))^8/27)))^2
h_conv_element = NuD * k_air / d_element
Qconv_element = h_conv_element * area_element * (Element_T - air_temp)
Qconv = Qconv_top + Qconv_bottom + Qconv_sides + Qconv_element
Q3b = 0
Q1 = 0
ppQ = 1
dt = 0.001
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kstep = 1
ccstep = 2
For TimeA = 0 To 5400 Step dt
If (Wall_T - air_temp) < 0 Then
neg = -1
Else
neg = 1
End If
If (Element_T - air_temp) < 0 Then
neg2 = -1
Else
neg2 = 1
End If
T_wire_a = (dt * (Qine - ((T_wire - T1_e) / R01e)) / (m_wire * cp_wire)) + T_wire
T1_e_a=dt*(((T_wire-T1_e)/R01e)-((T1_e-T2_e)/R12e))/(m1e*cp_element)+T1_e
T2_e_a =dt*(((T1_e-T2_e)/R12e)-((T2_e-T3_e)/R23e))/(m2e*cp_element)+T2_e
T3_e_a =dt*(((T2_e-T3_e)/R23e)-((T3_e-T0_e)/Rinse))/(m3e*cp_wire)+T3_e
T0_e_a = T3_e - Rinse * (Qconv_element + Q1)
Eb_element_a = sb_const * (Element_T ^ 4)
Q3b_a = (Wall_T - room_temp) / Rtot
Eb2_a = sb_const * (Wall_T ^ 4)
Q1_a = Eb_element * area_element
Q2_a = Q1 * F12a
Wall_T_a = Wall_T + ((Q2 * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall
* delta_x)) - ((Q3b * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall
* delta_x)) - (((Qconv_top + Qconv_bottom + Qconv_sides) * dt) /
(density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall * delta_x))
air_temp_a = air_temp + ((Qconv * dt) / (row_air * cp_air * vol_air))
row_air_a = p_air / (R_air * air_temp)
beta_a = 1 / ((air_temp + Wall_T) / 2)
nu_air_a = mu_air / row_air
alpha_air_a = k_air / (row_air * cp_air)
RaL_sides_a=neg*(grav*beta*(Wall_T-air_temp)*(L_sides^3))/(nu_air*alpha_air)
NuL_sides_a=(0.68+((0.67*(RaL_sides^(1/4))/
((1+(0.492/(Pr_air^(9 / 16))))^(4 / 9)))))
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h_conv_sides_a = NuL_sides * k_air / L_sides
Qconv_sides_a = h_conv_sides * A_sides * (Wall_T - air_temp)
If RaL_top > 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.15
na1 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top <= 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.54
na1 = (1 / 4)
End If
RaL_top_a = neg * (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air * alpha_air)
NuL_top_a = const1 * (RaL_top ^ na1)
h_conv_top_a = NuL_top * k_air / L_top
Qconv_top_a = h_conv_top * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaL_bottom_a=neg*(grav*beta*(Wall_T-air_temp)*(L_top^3))/(nu_air*alpha_air)
NuL_bottom_a = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom ^ (1 / 4))
h_conv_bottom_a = NuL_bottom * k_air / L_top
Qconv_bottom_a = h_conv_bottom * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaD_a=neg2*grav*beta*(Element_T-air_temp)*(d_element^3)/(nu_air*alpha_air)
NuD_a=(0.6+(0.387*(RaD^(1/6))/((1+((0.559/Pr_air)^(9/16)))^8/27)))^2
h_conv_element_a = NuD * k_air / d_element
Qconv_element_a = h_conv_element * area_element * (Element_T - air_temp)
Qconv_a = Qconv_top + Qconv_bottom + Qconv_sides + Qconv_element
Eb_element = Eb_element_a
Eb2 = Eb2_a
Q1 = Q1_a
Q2 = Q2_a
Q3b = Q3b_a
Wall_T = Wall_T_a
row_air = row_air_a
beta = beta_a
nu_air_a = nu_air
alpha_air = alpha_air_a
RaL_sides = RaL_sides_a
NuL_sides = NuL_sides_a
h_conv_sides = h_conv_sides_a
Qconv_sides = Qconv_sides_a
RaL_top = RaL_top_a
NuL_top = NuL_top_a
h_conv_top = h_conv_top_a
Qconv_top = Qconv_top_a
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RaL_bottom = RaL_bottom_a
NuL_bottom = NuL_bottom_a
h_conv_bottom = h_conv_bottom_a
Qconv_bottom = Qconv_bottom_a
RaD = RaD_a
NuD = NuD_a
h_conv_element = h_conv_element_a
Qconv_element = Qconv_element_a
Qconv = Qconv_a
air_temp = air_temp_a
T_wire = T_wire_a
T1_e = T1_e_a
T2_e = T2_e_a
T0_e = T0_e_a
T3_e = T3_e_a
Element_T = T0_e_a
TimePan = TimeA
If TimeA > kstep Then
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 2).Value = Wall_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 3).Value = air_temp
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 7).Value = Element_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 5).Value = TimeA
ccstep = ccstep + 1
kstep = kstep + 1
End If
Next TimeA
End Sub
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Sub Barrier_Calculation_WideOpen()
'Array Below Barrier
Dim MX3(1 To 2, 1 To 2) As Single
Dim MX4(1 To 2) As Single
'Barrier Without Pan Array
Dim MX5(1 To 2, 1 To 2) As Single
Dim MX6(1 To 2) As Single
row_air_a = p_air / (R_air * air_temp_a)
nu_air_a = mu_air / row_air_a
beta_a = 1 / ((air_temp_a + Wall_a_T) / 2)
alpha_air_a = k_air / (row_air_a * cp_air)
row_air_b = p_air / (R_air * air_temp_b)
nu_air_b = mu_air / row_air_b
beta_b = 1 / ((air_temp_b + Wall_b_T) / 2)
alpha_air_b = k_air / (row_air_b * cp_air)
C1_wall_a = density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall_a
C1_wall_b = density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall_b
alpha_barrier = conductivity_barrier / (density_barrier * specific_heat_barrier)
C1_Barrier = density_barrier * specific_heat_barrier * A_barrier
Eb2 = sb_const * (Wall_b_T ^ 4)
Eb3 = sb_const * (Pan_Temp ^ 4)
Eb4 = sb_const * (Wall_a_T ^ 4)
Eb5 = sb_const * (Barrier_T1 ^ 4)
Eb6 = sb_const * (Barrier_T10 ^ 4)
Eb_element = sb_const * (Element_T ^ 4)
Q1 = 0
RaL_sides_a = (grav * beta_a * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a) * (L_a_sides ^ 3)) /
(nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
NuL_sides_a = (0.68 + ((0.67 * (RaL_sides_a ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + (0.492 / (Pr_air ^ (9
/ 16)))) ^ (4 / 9)))))
h_conv_sides_a = NuL_sides_a * k_air / L_a_sides
Qconv_sides_a = h_conv_sides_a * A_a_sides * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a)
RaL_top_a = (grav * beta_a * (Barrier_T1 - air_temp_a) * (L_a_top ^ 3)) /
(nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
NuL_top_a = 0.54 * (RaL_top_a ^ 0.25)
h_conv_top_a = NuL_top_a * k_air / L_a_top
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Qconv_top_a = h_conv_top_a * A_a_top * (Barrier_T1 - air_temp_a)
RaL_bottom_a = (grav * beta_a * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a) * (L_a_top ^ 3)) /
(nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
NuL_bottom_a = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom_a ^ (1 / 4))
h_conv_bottom_a = NuL_bottom_a * k_air / L_a_top
Qconv_bottom_a = h_conv_bottom_a * A_a_top * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a)
RaD = grav * beta_a * (Element_T - air_temp_a) * (d_element ^ 3) / (nu_air_a *
alpha_air_a)
NuD = (0.6+(0.387*(RaD^(1/6)) / ((1 + ((0.559 / Pr_air) ^ (9 / 16))) ^ 8 / 27))) ^ 2
h_conv_element = NuD * k_air / d_element
Qconv_element = h_conv_element * area_element * (Element_T - air_temp_a)
Qa_conv = Qconv_top_a + Qconv_bottom_a + Qconv_sides_a + Qconv_element
RaL_sides_b = (grav * beta_b * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) * (L_b_sides ^ 3)) /
(nu_air_b * alpha_air_b)
NuL_sides_b = (0.68 + ((0.67 * (RaL_sides_b ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + (0.492 / (Pr_air ^ (9
/ 16)))) ^ (4 / 9)))))
h_conv_sides_b = NuL_sides_b * k_air / L_b_sides
Qconv_sides_b = h_conv_sides_b * A_b_sides * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b)
RaL_top_b = (grav * beta_b * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) * (L_b_top ^ 3)) /
(nu_air_b * alpha_air_b)
If RaL_top_b > 1000000 Then
const2 = 0.15
na2 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top_b <= 1000000 Then
const2 = 0.54
na2 = (1 / 4)
End If
NuL_top_b = const2 * (RaL_top_b ^ na2)
h_conv_top_b = NuL_top_b * k_air / L_b_top
Qconv_top_b = h_conv_top_b * A_b_top * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b)
RaL_bottom_b = (grav * beta_b * (Barrier_T10 - air_temp_b) * (L_b_top ^ 3)) /
(nu_air_b * alpha_air_b)
If RaL_bottom_b > 1000000 Then
const3 = 0.15
na3 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_bottom_b <= 1000000 Then
const3 = 0.54
na3 = (1 / 4)
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End If
NuL_bottom_b = const3 * (RaL_bottom_b ^ na3)
h_conv_bottom_b = NuL_bottom_b * k_air / L_b_top
Qconv_bottom_b = h_conv_bottom_b * A_b_top * (Barrier_T10 - air_temp_b)
Qb_conv = Qconv_top_b + Qconv_bottom_b + Qconv_sides_b
MX3(1, 1) = (-1 / R4) + (-1 / R5b)
MX3(1, 2) = 1 / R5b
MX3(2, 1) = 1 / R5b
MX3(2, 2) = (-1 / R5) + (-1 / R5b)
MX4(1) = -F14 * Q1 - Eb4 / R4
MX4(2) = -F15 * Q1 - Eb5 / R5
n1 = 2
Dim A1(1000, 1000), b1(1000), x1()
'Copy the original arrays into local variables...
For p1 = 1 To n1 Step 1
For qa = 1 To n1 Step 1
A1(p1, qa) = MX3(p1, qa)
Next qa
b1(p1) = MX4(p1)
Next p1
'Perform standard forward elimination
For k1 = 1 To n1 - 1 Step 1
For i1 = k1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
factor1 = A1(i1, k1) / A1(k1, k1)
For ja = k1 To n1 Step 1
A1(i1, ja) = A1(i1, ja) - factor1 * A1(k1, ja)
Next ja
b1(i1) = b1(i1) - factor1 * b1(k1)
Next i1
Next k1
'Perform standard backward substitution
ReDim x1(1 To n1)
x1(n1) = b1(n1) / A1(n1, n1)
For i1 = n1 - 1 To 1 Step -1
Sum1 = 0
For J1 = i1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
Sum1 = Sum1 + A1(i1, J1) * x1(J1)
Next J1
x1(i1) = (b1(i1) - Sum1) / A1(i1, i1)
Next i1
J1 = x1
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J4 = J1(1)
J5 = J1(2)
Q4 = (J4 - Eb4) / R4
Q5 = (J5 - Eb5) / R5
Q4b = (Wall_a_T - room_temp) / Rtota
MX5(1, 1) = (-1 / R2) + (-1 / R62)
MX5(1, 2) = 1 / R62
MX5(2, 1) = 1 / R62
MX5(2, 2) = (-1 / R6) + (-1 / R62)
MX6(1) = -Eb2 / R2
MX6(2) = -Eb6 / R6
n2 = 2
Dim A2(1000, 1000), b2(1000), x2()
'Copy the original arrays into local variables...
For p2 = 1 To n2 Step 1
For qb = 1 To n2 Step 1
A2(p2, qb) = MX5(p2, qb)
Next qb
b2(p2) = MX6(p2)
Next p2
'Perform standard forward elimination
For k2 = 1 To n2 - 1 Step 1
For i2 = k2 + 1 To n2 Step 1
factor2 = A2(i2, k2) / A2(k2, k2)
For jb = k2 To n2 Step 1
A2(i2, jb) = A2(i2, jb) - factor2 * A2(k2, jb)
Next jb
b2(i2) = b2(i2) - factor2 * b2(k2)
Next i2
Next k2
'Perform standard backward substitution
ReDim x2(1 To n2)
x2(n2) = b2(n2) / A2(n2, n2)
For i2 = n2 - 1 To 1 Step -1
Sum2 = 0
For J1b = i2 + 1 To n2 Step 1
Sum2 = Sum2 + A2(i2, J1b) * x2(J1b)
Next J1b
x2(i2) = (b2(i2) - Sum2) / A2(i2, i2)
Next i2
J1b = x2
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J2 = J1b(1)
J6 = J1b(2)
Q2 = (J2 - Eb2) / R2
Q6 = (J6 - Eb6) / R6
Q2b = (Wall_b_T - room_temp) / Rtotb
dt = 0.001
ppQ = 1
kstep = 1
ccstep = 2
For TimeA = 0 To 5400 Step dt
T_wire_a = (dt * (Qine - ((T_wire - T1_e) / R01e)) / (m_wire * cp_wire)) + T_wire
T1_e_a = dt * (((T_wire - T1_e) / R01e) - ((T1_e - T2_e) / R12e)) / (m1e *
cp_element) + T1_e
T2_e_a = dt * (((T1_e - T2_e) / R12e) - ((T2_e - T3_e) / R23e)) / (m2e *
cp_element) + T2_e
T3_e_a =dt*(((T2_e-T3_e)/R23e)-((T3_e-T0_e)/Rinse)) / (m3e * cp_wire) + T3_e
T0_e_a = T3_e - Rinse * (Qconv_element + Q1)
If (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a) < 0 Then
neg = -1
Else
neg = 1
End If
If (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) < 0 Then
neg1 = -1
Else
neg1 = 1
End If
If (Barrier_T1 - air_temp_a) < 0 Then
neg2 = -1
Else
neg2 = 1
End If
If (Barrier_T10 - air_temp_b) < 0 Then
neg3 = -1
Else
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neg3 = 1
End If
If (Element_T - air_temp_a) < 0 Then
neg4 = -1
Else
neg4 = 1
End If
If RaL_top_a > 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.15
na1 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top_a <= 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.54
na1 = (1 / 4)
End If
If RaL_top_b > 10000000 Then
const2 = 0.15
na2 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top_b <= 10000000 Then
const2 = 0.54
na2 = (1 / 4)
End If
If RaL_bottom_b > 10000000 Then
const3 = 0.15
na3 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top_b <= 10000000 Then
const3 = 0.54
na3 = (1 / 4)
End If
'Convection to bottom of barrier
row_air_a_a = p_air / (R_air * air_temp_a)
nu_air_a_a = mu_air / row_air_a
beta_a_a = 1 / ((air_temp_a + Wall_a_T) / 2)
alpha_air_a_a = k_air / (row_air_a * cp_air)
RaL_sides_a_a = neg * (grav * beta_a * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a) * (L_a_sides ^
3)) / (nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
NuL_sides_a_a = (0.68 + ((0.67 * (RaL_sides_a ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + (0.492 / (Pr_air ^
(9 / 16)))) ^ (4 / 9)))))
h_conv_sides_a_a = NuL_sides_a * k_air / L_a_sides
Qconv_sides_a_a = h_conv_sides_a * A_a_sides * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a)
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RaL_top_a_a = neg2 * (grav * beta_a * (Barrier_T1 - air_temp_a) * (L_a_top ^ 3))
/ (nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
NuL_top_a_a = const1 * (RaL_top_a ^ na1)
h_conv_top_a_a = NuL_top_a * k_air / L_a_top
Qconv_top_a_a = h_conv_top_a * A_a_top * (Barrier_T1 - air_temp_a)
RaL_bottom_a_a = neg * (grav * beta_a * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a) * (L_a_top ^
3)) / (nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
NuL_bottom_a_a = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom_a ^ (1 / 4))
h_conv_bottom_a_a = NuL_bottom_a * k_air / L_a_top
Qconv_bottom_a_a = h_conv_bottom_a * A_a_top * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a)
RaD_a = neg4 * grav * beta_a * (Element_T - air_temp_a) * (d_element ^ 3) /
(nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
NuD_a = (0.6 + (0.387 * (RaD ^ (1 / 6)) / ((1 + ((0.559 / Pr_air) ^ (9 / 16))) ^ 8 /
27))) ^ 2
h_conv_element_a = NuD * k_air / d_element
Qconv_element_a = h_conv_element * area_element * (Element_T - air_temp_a)
Qa_conv_a = Qconv_top_a + Qconv_bottom_a + Qconv_sides_a +Qconv_element
'Convection to oven liner above barrier
row_air_b_a = p_air / (R_air * air_temp_b)
nu_air_b_a = mu_air / row_air_b
beta_b_a = 1 / ((air_temp_b + Wall_b_T) / 2)
alpha_air_b_a = k_air / (row_air_b * cp_air)
RaL_sides_b_a = neg1 * (grav * beta_b * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) * (L_b_sides ^
3)) / (nu_air_b * alpha_air_b)
NuL_sides_b_a = (0.68 + ((0.67 * (RaL_sides_b ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + (0.492 / (Pr_air ^
(9 / 16)))) ^ (4 / 9)))))
h_conv_sides_b_a = NuL_sides_b * k_air / L_b_sides
Qconv_sides_b_a = h_conv_sides_b * A_b_sides * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b)
RaL_top_b_a = neg1 * (grav * beta_b * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) * (L_b_top ^ 3))
/ (nu_air_b * alpha_air_b)
NuL_top_b_a = const2 * (RaL_top_b ^ na2)
h_conv_top_b_a = NuL_top_b * k_air / L_b_top
Qconv_top_b_a = h_conv_top_b * A_b_top * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b)
RaL_bottom_b_a = neg3 * (grav * beta_b * (Barrier_T10 - air_temp_b) * (L_b_top
^ 3)) / (nu_air_b * alpha_air_b)
NuL_bottom_b_a = const3 * (RaL_bottom_b ^ na3)
h_conv_bottom_b_a = NuL_bottom_b * k_air / L_b_top
Qconv_bottom_b_a = h_conv_bottom_b * A_b_top * (Barrier_T10 - air_temp_b)
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Qb_conv_a = Qconv_top_b + Qconv_bottom_b + Qconv_sides_b
'-----------------EXCHANGE BETWEEN AIR ABOVE/BELOW BARRIER--------If RaL_sides_b > 0 Then
del_1 = 4 * ((15 / 16) ^ (1 / 4)) * (((1 + (20 / 21) * Pr_air) ^ (1 / 4)) /
(RaL_sides_b ^ (1 / 4))) * L_b_sides
u_1 = neg1 * grav * beta_b * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) * (del_1 ^ 2) / (4 *
nu_air_b)
Q_ex = row_air_b * w_b_sides * del_1 * u_1 * 0.08333 * cp_air * (air_temp_a ((Wall_b_T + air_temp_b) / 2))
ElseIf RaL_sides_b = 0 Then
Q_ex = 0
End If
'**********CONDUCTION BETWEEN WALL TEMPERATURES*********
Qcond = conductivity_wall * perim_wall * delta_x_wall * ((Wall_a_T Wall_b_T) / (L_a_sides / 6))
Wall_a_T_a = Wall_a_T + ((Q4 * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall *
area_wall_a * delta_x_wall)) - ((Q4b * dt) / (density_wall *
specific_heat_wall * area_wall_a * delta_x_wall)) - (((Qconv_bottom_a)
* dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall_a * delta_x_wall)) (((Qconv_sides_a) * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall *
area_wall_a * delta_x_wall)) - (((Qcond) * dt) / (density_wall *
specific_heat_wall * area_wall_a * delta_x_wall))
Wall_b_T_a = Wall_b_T + ((Q2 * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall *
area_wall_b * delta_x_wall)) - ((Q2b * dt) / (density_wall *
specific_heat_wall * area_wall_b * delta_x_wall)) - (((Qconv_top_b) * dt)
(density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall_b * delta_x_wall)) (((Qconv_sides_b) * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall *
area_wall_b * delta_x_wall)) + (((Qcond) * dt) / (density_wall *
specific_heat_wall * area_wall_b * delta_x_wall))

/

air_temp_a_a = air_temp_a + ((Qa_conv * dt) / (row_air_a * cp_air * vol_a_air)) ((Q_ex * dt) / (row_air_a * cp_air * vol_a_air))
air_temp_b_a = air_temp_b + ((Qb_conv * dt) / (row_air_b * cp_air * vol_b_air))
+ ((Q_ex * dt) / (row_air_b * cp_air * vol_b_air))
Barrier_T1_a = ((Q5 * dt) / (C1_Barrier * delta_x)) - ((Qconv_top_a * dt) /
(C1_Barrier * delta_x)) + (alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T2 - Barrier_T1) /
^ 2)) + Barrier_T1
Barrier_T2_a = (alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T1 - Barrier_T2) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
(alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T3 - Barrier_T2) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
Barrier_T2

(delta_x
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Barrier_T3_a = (alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T2 - Barrier_T3) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
(alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T4 - Barrier_T3) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
Barrier_T3
Barrier_T4_a = (alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T3 - Barrier_T4) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
(alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T5 - Barrier_T4) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
Barrier_T4
Barrier_T5_a = (alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T4 - Barrier_T5) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
(alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T6 - Barrier_T5) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
Barrier_T5
Barrier_T6_a = (alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T5 - Barrier_T6) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
(alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T7 - Barrier_T6) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
Barrier_T6
Barrier_T7_a = (alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T6 - Barrier_T7) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
(alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T8 - Barrier_T7) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
Barrier_T7
Barrier_T8_a = (alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T7 - Barrier_T8) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
(alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T9 - Barrier_T8) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
Barrier_T8
Barrier_T9_a = (alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T8 - Barrier_T9) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
(alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T10 - Barrier_T9) / (delta_x ^ 2)) +
Barrier_T9
Barrier_T10_a = ((Q6 * dt) / (C1_Barrier * delta_x)) - ((Qconv_bottom_b * dt) /
(C1_Barrier * delta_x)) + (alpha_barrier * dt * (Barrier_T9 - Barrier_T10)
(delta_x ^ 2)) + Barrier_T10
Eb2_a = sb_const * (Wall_b_T ^ 4)
Eb4_a = sb_const * (Wall_a_T ^ 4)
Eb5_a = sb_const * (Barrier_T1 ^ 4)
Eb6_a = sb_const * (Barrier_T10 ^ 4)
Eb_element_a = sb_const * (Element_T ^ 4)
Q1_a = Eb_element * area_element
'Gauss equation below barrier......
MX4(1) = (-F14 * Q1 - Eb4 / R4)
MX4(2) = (-F15 * Q1 - Eb5 / R5)
Dim C(1000, 1000), d(1000), y()
'Copy the original arrays into local variables...
For p1 = 1 To n1 Step 1
For qa = 1 To n1 Step 1
C(p1, qa) = MX3(p1, qa)
Next qa
d(p1) = MX4(p1)
Next p1

/
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'Perform standard forward elimination
For k1 = 1 To n1 - 1 Step 1
For i1 = k1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
factor1 = C(i1, k1) / C(k1, k1)
For ja = k1 To n1 Step 1
C(i1, ja) = C(i1, ja) - factor1 * C(k1, ja)
Next ja
d(i1) = d(i1) - factor1 * d(k1)
Next i1
Next k1
'Perform standard backward substitution
ReDim y(1 To n1)
y(n1) = d(n1) / C(n1, n1)
For i1 = n1 - 1 To 1 Step -1
Sum1 = 0
For J1 = i1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
Sum1 = Sum1 + C(i1, J1) * y(J1)
Next J1
y(i1) = (d(i1) - Sum1) / C(i1, i1)
Next i1
J1 = y
J4_a = J1(1)
J5_a = J1(2)
Q4_a = (J4 - Eb4) / R4
Q5_a = (J5 - Eb5) / R5
'Gauss equation above barrier.....
MX6(1) = -Eb2 / R2
MX6(2) = -Eb6 / R6
Dim E(1000, 1000), f(1000), z()
'Copy the original arrays into local variables...
For p2 = 1 To n2 Step 1
For qb = 1 To n2 Step 1
E(p2, qb) = MX5(p2, qb)
Next qb
f(p2) = MX6(p2)
Next p2
'Perform standard forward elimination
For k2 = 1 To n2 - 1 Step 1
For i2 = k2 + 1 To n2 Step 1
factor2 = E(i2, k2) / E(k2, k2)
For jb = k2 To n2 Step 1
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E(i2, jb) = E(i2, jb) - factor2 * E(k2, jb)
Next jb
f(i2) = f(i2) - factor2 * f(k2)
Next i2
Next k2
'Perform standard backward substitution
ReDim z(1 To n2)
z(n2) = f(n2) / E(n2, n2)
For i2 = n2 - 1 To 1 Step -1
Sum2 = 0
For J1b = i2 + 1 To n2 Step 1
Sum2 = Sum2 + E(i2, J1b) * z(J1b)
Next J1b
z(i2) = (f(i2) - Sum2) / E(i2, i2)
Next i2
J1b = z
J2_a = J1b(1)
J6_a = J1b(2)
Q2_a = (J2 - Eb2) / R2
Q6_a = (J6 - Eb6) / R6
Q2b_a = (Wall_b_T - room_temp) / Rtotb
Q4b_a = (Wall_a_T - room_temp) / Rtota

If TimeA > kstep Then
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 2).Value = Wall_b_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 3).Value = air_temp_b
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 4).Value = Wall_a_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 5).Value = TimeA
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 7).Value = Element_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 8).Value = Barrier_T10
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 9).Value = air_temp_a
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 11).Value = Barrier_T1
ccstep = ccstep + 1
kstep = kstep + 1
End If
Next TimeA
End Sub
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Sub Stacked_Barrier_Calculation_WideOpen()
'Array Below Barrier
Dim MX1(1 To 4, 1 To 4) As Single
Dim MX2(1 To 4) As Single
'Barrier Without Pan Array
Dim MX3(1 To 2, 1 To 2) As Single
Dim MX4(1 To 2) As Single
row_air_b = p_air / (R_air * air_temp_b)
nu_air_b = mu_air / row_air_b
beta_b = 1 / air_temp_b
alpha_air_b = k_air / (row_air_b * cp_air)
C1_wall_a = density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall_a
C1_wall_b = density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall_b
alpha_barrier1 = conductivity_barrier1 / (density_barrier1 * specific_heat_barrier1)
alpha_barrier2 = conductivity_barrier2 / (density_barrier2 * specific_heat_barrier2)
'convection relations
RaL_sides_a = (grav * beta_a * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a) * (L_a_sides ^ 3)) /
(nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
NuL_sides_a = (0.68 + ((0.67 * (RaL_sides_a ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + (0.492 / (Pr_air ^ (9
/ 16)))) ^ (4 / 9)))))
h_conv_sides_a = NuL_sides_a * k_air / L_a_sides
Qconv_sides_a = h_conv_sides_a * A_a_sides * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a)
RaL_top_a = (grav * beta_a * (Barrier1_T1 - air_temp_a) * (L_a_top ^ 3)) /
(nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
NuL_top_a = 0.54 * (RaL_top_a ^ 0.25)
h_conv_top_a = NuL_top_a * k_air / L_a_top
Qconv_top_a = h_conv_top_a * A_a_top * (Barrier1_T1 - air_temp_a)
RaL_bottom_a = (grav * beta_a * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a) * (L_a_top ^ 3)) /
(nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
NuL_bottom_a = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom_a ^ (1 / 4))
h_conv_bottom_a = NuL_bottom_a * k_air / L_a_top
Qconv_bottom_a = h_conv_bottom_a * A_a_top * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a)
RaD = grav * beta_a * (Element_T - air_temp_a) * (d_element ^ 3) / (nu_air_a *
alpha_air_a)
NuD = (0.6+(0.387*(RaD^(1 / 6)) / ((1 + ((0.559 / Pr_air) ^ (9 / 16))) ^ 8 / 27))) ^ 2
h_conv_element = NuD * k_air / d_element
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Qconv_element = h_conv_element * area_element * (Element_T - air_temp_a)
Qa_conv = Qconv_top_a + Qconv_bottom_a + Qconv_sides_a + Qconv_element
'---------------------------------------------------------------------RaL_sides_b = (grav * beta_b * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) * (L_b_sides ^ 3)) /
(nu_air_b * alpha_air_b)
NuL_sides_b = (0.68 + ((0.67 * (RaL_sides_b ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + (0.492 / (Pr_air ^ (9
/ 16)))) ^ (4 / 9)))))
h_conv_sides_b = NuL_sides_b * k_air / L_b_sides
Qconv_sides_b = h_conv_sides_b * A_b_sides * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b)
RaL_top_b = (grav * beta_b * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) * (L_b_top ^ 3)) /
(nu_air_b * alpha_air_b)
If RaL_top_b > 1000000 Then
const2 = 0.15
na2 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top_b <= 1000000 Then
const2 = 0.54
na2 = (1 / 4)
End If
NuL_top_b = const2 * (RaL_top_b ^ na2)
h_conv_top_b = NuL_top_b * k_air / L_b_top
Qconv_top_b = h_conv_top_b * A_b_top * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b)
RaL_bottom_b = (grav * beta_b * (Barrier2_T10 - air_temp_b) * (L_b_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air_b *
alpha_air_b)
If RaL_bottom_b > 1000000 Then
const3 = 0.15
na3 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_bottom_b <= 1000000 Then
const3 = 0.54
na3 = (1 / 4)
End If
NuL_bottom_b = const3 * (RaL_bottom_b ^ na3)
h_conv_bottom_b = NuL_bottom_b * k_air / L_b_top
Qconv_bottom_b = h_conv_bottom_b * A_b_top * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b)
Qb_conv = Qconv_top_b + Qconv_bottom_b + Qconv_sides_b
MX3(1, 1) = (-1 / R4) + (-1 / R5)
MX3(1, 2) = 1 / R5
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MX3(2, 1) = 1 / R5b
MX3(2, 2) = -((1 / R5) + (1 / R5b))
MX4(1) = -F14 * Q1 - Eb4 / R4
MX4(2) = -F15 * Q1 - Eb5 / R5
Dim A1(1000, 1000), b1(1000), x1()
'Copy the original arrays into local variables...
For p1 = 1 To n1 Step 1
For qa = 1 To n1 Step 1
A1(p1, qa) = MX3(p1, qa)
Next qa
b1(p1) = MX4(p1)
Next p1
'Perform standard forward elimination
For k1 = 1 To n1 - 1 Step 1
For i1 = k1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
factor1 = A1(i1, k1) / A1(k1, k1)
For ja = k1 To n1 Step 1
A1(i1, ja) = A1(i1, ja) - factor1 * A1(k1, ja)
Next ja
b1(i1) = b1(i1) - factor1 * b1(k1)
Next i1
Next k1
'Perform standard backward substitution
ReDim x1(1 To n1)
x1(n1) = b1(n1) / A1(n1, n1)
For i1 = n1 - 1 To 1 Step -1
Sum1 = 0
For J1 = i1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
Sum1 = Sum1 + A1(i1, J1) * x1(J1)
Next J1
x1(i1) = (b1(i1) - Sum1) / A1(i1, i1)
Next i1
J1 = x1
J4 = J1(1)
J5 = J1(2)
'Gauss equation above the stacked barrier
MX1(1, 1) = ((-1 / R2) + (-1 / R62b) + (-1 / R28b))
MX1(1, 2) = 1 / R62b
MX1(1, 3) = 0
MX1(1, 4) = 1 / R28b
MX1(2, 1) = 1 / R62b
MX1(2, 2) = ((-1 / R6) + (-1 / R67b) + (-1 / R62b))
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MX1(2, 3) = 1 / R67b
MX1(2, 4) = 0
MX1(3, 1) = 0
MX1(3, 2) = 1 / R67b
MX1(3, 3) = -((1 / R7) + (1 / R67b))
MX1(3, 4) = 0
MX1(4, 1) = 1 / R28b
MX1(4, 2) = 0
MX1(4, 3) = 0
MX1(4, 4) = -((1 / R8) + (1 / R28b))
MX2(1) = -Eb2 / R2
MX2(2) = -Eb6 / R6
MX2(3) = -Eb7 / R7
MX2(4) = -Eb8 / R8
Dim A2(1000, 1000), b2(1000), x2()
'Copy the original arrays into local variables...
For p = 1 To n2 Step 1
For q = 1 To n2 Step 1
A2(p, q) = MX1(p, q)
Next q
b2(p) = MX2(p)
Next p
'Perform standard forward elimination
For k = 1 To n2 - 1 Step 1
For i = k + 1 To n2 Step 1
factor = A2(i, k) / A2(k, k)
For J = k To n2 Step 1
A2(i, J) = A2(i, J) - factor * A2(k, J)
Next J
b2(i) = b2(i) - factor * b2(k)
Next i
Next k
'Perform standard backward substitution
ReDim x2(1 To n2)
x2(n2) = b2(n2) / A2(n2, n2)
For i = n2 - 1 To 1 Step -1
Sum = 0
For J = i + 1 To n2 Step 1
Sum = Sum + A2(i, J) * x2(J)
Next J
x2(i) = (b2(i) - Sum) / A2(i, i)
Next i
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J = x2
J2 = J(1)
J6 = J(2)
J7 = J(3)
J8 = J(4)
Q2 = (J2 - Eb2) / R2
Q4 = (J4 - Eb4) / R4
Q5 = (J5 - Eb5) / R5
Q6 = (J6 - Eb6) / R6
Q7 = (J7 - Eb7) / R7
Q8 = (J8 - Eb8) / R8
Q2b = (Wall_b_T - room_temp) / Rtotb
Q4b = (Wall_a_T - room_temp) / Rtota
dt = 0.001
kstep = 1
ccstep = 2
For TimeA = 0 To 5400 Step dt
T_wire_a = (dt * (Qine - ((T_wire - T1_e) / R01e)) / (m_wire * cp_wire)) + T_wire
T1_e_a = dt * (((T_wire - T1_e) / R01e) - ((T1_e - T2_e) / R12e)) / (m1e *
cp_element) + T1_e
T2_e_a = dt * (((T1_e - T2_e) / R12e) - ((T2_e - T3_e) / R23e)) / (m2e *
cp_element) + T2_e
T3_e_a=dt*(((T2_e-T3_e)/R23e)-((T3_e-T0_e) / Rinse)) / (m3e * cp_wire) + T3_e
T0_e_a = T3_e - Rinse * (Qconv_element + Q1)
If (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a) < 0 Then
neg = -1
Else
neg = 1
End If
If (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) < 0 Then
neg1 = -1
Else
neg1 = 1
End If
If (Barrier1_T1 - air_temp_a) < 0 Then
neg2 = -1
Else
neg2 = 1
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End If
If (Barrier2_T10 - air_temp_b) < 0 Then
neg3 = -1
Else
neg3 = 1
End If
If (Element_T - air_temp_a) < 0 Then
neg4 = -1
Else
neg4 = 1
End If
'Convection to bottom of barrier
row_air_a_a = p_air / (R_air * air_temp_a)
nu_air_a_a = mu_air / row_air_a
beta_a_a = 1 / ((air_temp_a + Wall_a_T) / 2)
alpha_air_a_a = k_air / (row_air_a * cp_air)
RaL_sides_a_a = neg * (grav * beta_a * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a) * (L_a_sides ^
3)) / (nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
If RaL_sides_a < 1000000000 Then
NuL_sides_a_a = (0.68 + ((0.67 * (RaL_sides_a ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + (0.492 / (Pr_air
^ (9 / 16)))) ^ (4 / 9)))))
ElseIf RaL_sides_a > 1000000000 Then
NuL_sides_a_a = (0.825 + ((0.387 * (RaL_sides_a ^ (1 / 6)) / ((1 + (0.492 /
(Pr_air ^ (9 / 16)))) ^ (8 / 27))))) ^ 2
End If
h_conv_sides_a_a = NuL_sides_a * k_air / L_a_sides
Qconv_sides_a_a = h_conv_sides_a * A_a_sides * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a)
RaL_top_a_a = neg2 * (grav * beta_a * (Barrier1_T1 - air_temp_a) * (L_a_top ^
3)) / (nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
If Barrier1_T1 > air_temp_a Then
NuL_top_a_a = 0.27 * (RaL_top_a ^ (1 / 4))
ElseIf Barrier1_T1 < air_temp_a And RaL_top_a < 10000000 Then
NuL_top_a_a = 0.54 * (RaL_top_a ^ (1 / 4))
ElseIf Barrier1_T1 < air_temp_a And RaL_top_a > 10000000 Then
NuL_top_a_a = 0.15 * (RaL_top_a ^ (1 / 3))
End If
h_conv_top_a_a = NuL_top_a * k_air / L_a_top
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Qconv_top_a_a = h_conv_top_a * A_a_top * (Barrier1_T1 - air_temp_a)
RaL_bottom_a_a = neg * (grav * beta_a * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a) * (L_a_top ^
3)) / (nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
If Wall_a_T < air_temp_a Then
NuL_bottom_a_a = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom_a ^ (1 / 4))
ElseIf Wall_a_T > air_temp_a And RaL_bottom_a < 10000000 Then
NuL_bottom_a_a = 0.54 * (RaL_bottom_a ^ (1 / 4))
ElseIf Wall_a_T > air_temp_a And RaL_bottom_a > 10000000 Then
NuL_bottom_a_a = 0.15 * (RaL_bottom_a ^ (1 / 3))
End If
h_conv_bottom_a_a = NuL_bottom_a * k_air / L_a_top
Qconv_bottom_a_a = h_conv_bottom_a * A_a_top * (Wall_a_T - air_temp_a)
RaD_a = neg4 * grav * beta_a * (Element_T - air_temp_a) * (d_element ^ 3) /
(nu_air_a * alpha_air_a)
NuD_a = (0.6 + (0.387 * (RaD ^ (1 / 6)) / ((1 + ((0.559 / Pr_air) ^ (9 / 16))) ^ 8 /
27))) ^ 2
h_conv_element_a = NuD * k_air / d_element
Qconv_element_a = h_conv_element * area_element * (Element_T - air_temp_a)
Qa_conv_a=Qconv_top_a+Qconv_bottom_a+Qconv_sides_a+Qconv_element
'Convection to oven liner above barrier
row_air_b_a = p_air / (R_air * air_temp_b)
nu_air_b_a = mu_air / row_air_b
beta_b_a = 1 / ((air_temp_b + Wall_b_T) / 2)
alpha_air_b_a = k_air / (row_air_b * cp_air)
RaL_sides_b_a = neg1 * (grav * beta_b * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) * (L_b_sides ^
3)) / (nu_air_b * alpha_air_b)
If RaL_sides_b < 1000000000 Then
NuL_sides_b_a = (0.68 + ((0.67 * (RaL_sides_b ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + (0.492 / (Pr_air
^ (9 / 16)))) ^ (4 / 9)))))
ElseIf RaL_sides_b > 1000000000 Then
NuL_sides_b_a = (0.825 + ((0.387 * (RaL_sides_b ^ (1 / 6)) / ((1 + (0.492 /
(Pr_air ^ (9 / 16)))) ^ (8 / 27))))) ^ 2
End If
h_conv_sides_b_a = NuL_sides_b * k_air / L_b_sides
Qconv_sides_b_a = h_conv_sides_b * A_b_sides * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b)
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RaL_top_b_a = neg1 * (grav * beta_b * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) * (L_b_top ^ 3))
/ (nu_air_b * alpha_air_b)
If Wall_b_T > air_temp_b Then
NuL_top_b_a = 0.27 * (RaL_top_b ^ (1 / 4))
ElseIf Wall_b_T < air_temp_b And RaL_top_b < 10000000 Then
NuL_top_b_a = 0.54 * (RaL_top_b ^ (1 / 4))
ElseIf Wall_b_T < air_temp_b And RaL_top_b > 10000000 Then
NuL_top_b_a = 0.15 * (RaL_top_b ^ (1 / 3))
End If
h_conv_top_b_a = NuL_top_b * k_air / L_b_top
Qconv_top_b_a = h_conv_top_b * A_b_top * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b)
RaL_bottom_b_a = neg3 * (grav * beta_b * (Barrier2_T10 - air_temp_b) *
(L_b_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air_b * alpha_air_b)
If Wall_b_temp < air_temp_b Then
NuL_bottom_b_a = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom_b ^ (1 / 4))
ElseIf Wall_b_temp > air_temp_b And RaL_bottom_b < 10000000 Then
NuL_bottom_b_a = 0.54 * (RaL_bottom_b ^ (1 / 4))
ElseIf Wall_b_temp > air_temp_b And RaL_bottom_b > 10000000 Then
NuL_bottom_b_a = 0.15 * (RaL_bottom_b ^ (1 / 3))
End If
h_conv_bottom_b_a = NuL_bottom_b * k_air / L_b_top
Qconv_bottom_b_a = h_conv_bottom_b * A_b_top * (Barrier2_T10 - air_temp_b)
Qb_conv_a = Qconv_top_b + Qconv_bottom_b + Qconv_sides_b
'------EXCHANGE BETWEEN AIR ABOVE/BELOW BARRIER----------If RaL_sides_b > 0 Then
del_1 = 4 * ((15 / 16) ^ (1 / 4)) * (((1 + (20 / 21) * Pr_air) ^ (1 / 4)) /
(RaL_sides_b ^ (1 / 4))) * L_b_sides
u_1 = neg1 * grav * beta_b * (Wall_b_T - air_temp_b) * (del_1 ^ 2) / (4 *
nu_air_b)
Q_ex = row_air_b * w_b_sides * del_1 * u_1 * 0.08333 * cp_air * (air_temp_a ((Wall_b_T + air_temp_b) / 2))
ElseIf RaL_sides_b = 0 Then
Q_ex = 0
End If
'**********CONDUCTION BETWEEN WALL TEMPERATURES********
Qcond = conductivity_wall * perim_wall * delta_x_wall * (Wall_a_T - Wall_b_T)
/ (L_a_sides / 6)
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air_temp_a_a = air_temp_a + ((Qa_conv * dt) / (row_air_a * cp_air * vol_a_air)) ((Q_ex * dt) / (row_air_a * cp_air * vol_a_air))
air_temp_b_a = air_temp_b + ((Qb_conv * dt) / (row_air_b * cp_air * vol_b_air))
+ ((Q_ex * dt) / (row_air_b * cp_air * vol_b_air))
Wall_a_T_a = Wall_a_T + ((Q4 * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall *
area_wall_a * delta_x_wall)) - ((Q4b * dt) / (density_wall *
specific_heat_wall * area_wall_a * delta_x_wall)) - (((Qconv_bottom_a)
* dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall_a * delta_x_wall)) (((Qconv_sides_a) * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall *
area_wall_a * delta_x_wall)) - (((Qcond) * dt) / (density_wall *
specific_heat_wall * area_wall_a * delta_x_wall))
Wall_b_T_a = Wall_b_T + ((Q2 * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall *
area_wall_b * delta_x_wall)) - ((Q2b * dt) / (density_wall *
specific_heat_wall * area_wall_b * delta_x_wall)) - (((Qconv_sides_b) *
dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall_b * delta_x_wall)) (((Qconv_top_b) * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall_b
* delta_x_wall)) + (((Qcond) * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall *
area_wall_b * delta_x_wall))
'Bottom Layer
Barrier1_T1_a = ((Q5 * dt) / (density_barrier1 * specific_heat_barrier1 * a_barrier1 *
delta_x1)) - ((Qconv_top_a * dt) / (density_barrier1 *
specific_heat_barrier1 * a_barrier1 * delta_x1)) + (alpha_barrier1 * dt *
(Barrier1_T2 - Barrier1_T1) / (delta_x1 ^ 2)) + Barrier1_T1
Barrier1_T2_a = (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T1 - Barrier1_T2) /
(delta_x1 ^ 2)) + (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T3 - Barrier1_T2) /
(delta_x1 ^ 2)) + Barrier1_T2
Barrier1_T3_a = (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T2 - Barrier1_T3) / (delta_x1 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T4 - Barrier1_T3) / (delta_x1 ^ 2)) +
Barrier1_T3
Barrier1_T4_a = (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T3 - Barrier1_T4) / (delta_x1 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T5 - Barrier1_T4) / (delta_x1 ^ 2)) +
Barrier1_T4
Barrier1_T5_a = (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T4 - Barrier1_T5) / (delta_x1 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T6 - Barrier1_T5) / (delta_x1 ^ 2)) +
Barrier1_T5
Barrier1_T6_a = (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T5 - Barrier1_T6) / (delta_x1 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T7 - Barrier1_T6) / (delta_x1 ^ 2)) +
Barrier1_T6
Barrier1_T7_a = (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T6 - Barrier1_T7) / (delta_x1 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T8 - Barrier1_T7) / (delta_x1 ^ 2)) +
Barrier1_T7
Barrier1_T8_a = (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T7 - Barrier1_T8) / (delta_x1 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T9 - Barrier1_T8) / (delta_x1 ^ 2)) +
Barrier1_T8
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Barrier1_T9_a = (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T8 - Barrier1_T9) / (delta_x1 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T10 - Barrier1_T9) / (delta_x1 ^ 2)) +
Barrier1_T9
Barrier1_T10_a = ((Q6 * dt) / (density_barrier1 * specific_heat_barrier1 * a_barrier1
* delta_x1)) + (alpha_barrier1 * dt * (Barrier1_T9 - Barrier1_T10) /
(delta_x1 ^ 2)) + ((alpha_air) * dt * (Barrier2_T1 - Barrier1_T10) / ((Lc ^
2))) + Barrier1_T10
'Top Layer
Barrier2_T1_a = ((Q7 * dt) / (density_barrier2 * specific_heat_barrier2 * A_barrier2
* delta_x2)) + (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T2 - Barrier2_T1) /
(delta_x2 ^ 2)) + ((alpha_air) * dt * (Barrier1_T10 - Barrier2_T1) / ((Lc ^
2))) + Barrier2_T1
Barrier2_T2_a = (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T1 - Barrier2_T2) /
(delta_x2 ^ 2)) + (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T3 - Barrier2_T2) /
(delta_x2 ^ 2)) + Barrier2_T2
Barrier2_T3_a = (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T2 - Barrier2_T3) / (delta_x2 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T4 - Barrier2_T3) / (delta_x2 ^ 2)) +
Barrier2_T3
Barrier2_T4_a = (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T3 - Barrier2_T4) / (delta_x2 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T5 - Barrier2_T4) / (delta_x2 ^ 2)) +
Barrier2_T4
Barrier2_T5_a = (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T4 - Barrier2_T5) / (delta_x2 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T6 - Barrier2_T5) / (delta_x2 ^ 2)) +
Barrier2_T5
Barrier2_T6_a = (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T5 - Barrier2_T6) / (delta_x2 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T7 - Barrier2_T6) / (delta_x2 ^ 2)) +
Barrier2_T6
Barrier2_T7_a = (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T6 - Barrier2_T7) / (delta_x2 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T8 - Barrier2_T7) / (delta_x2 ^ 2)) +
Barrier2_T7
Barrier2_T8_a = (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T7 - Barrier2_T8) / (delta_x2 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T9 - Barrier2_T8) / (delta_x2 ^ 2)) +
Barrier2_T8
Barrier2_T9_a = (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T8 - Barrier2_T9) / (delta_x2 ^ 2))
+ (alpha_barrier2 * dt * (Barrier2_T10 - Barrier2_T9) / (delta_x2 ^ 2)) +
Barrier2_T9
Barrier2_T10_a = ((Q8 * dt) / (density_barrier2 * specific_heat_barrier2 * A_barrier2
* delta_x2)) - ((Qconv_bottom_b * dt) / (density_barrier2 *
specific_heat_barrier2 * A_barrier2 * delta_x2)) + (alpha_barrier2 * dt *
(Barrier2_T9 - Barrier2_T10) / (delta_x2 ^ 2)) + Barrier2_T10
Eb2_a = sb_const * (Wall_b_T ^ 4)
Eb4_a = sb_const * (Wall_a_T ^ 4)
Eb5_a = sb_const * (Barrier1_T1 ^ 4)
Eb6_a = sb_const * (Barrier1_T10 ^ 4)
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Eb7_a = sb_const * (Barrier2_T1 ^ 4)
Eb8_a = sb_const * (Barrier2_T10 ^ 4)
Eb_element_a = sb_const * (Element_T ^ 4)
Q1_a = Eb_element * area_element
'********GUASS EMLIMINATION TECHNIQUES********
'Gauss equation for below barrier......
MX4(1) = (-F14 * Q1 - Eb4 / R4)
MX4(2) = (-F15 * Q1 - Eb5 / R5)
Dim A3(1000, 1000), b3(1000), x3()
'Copy the original arrays into local variables...
For p1 = 1 To n1 Step 1
For qa = 1 To n1 Step 1
A3(p1, qa) = MX3(p1, qa)
Next qa
b3(p1) = MX4(p1)
Next p1
'Perform standard forward elimination
For k1 = 1 To n1 - 1 Step 1
For i1 = k1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
factor1 = A3(i1, k1) / A3(k1, k1)
For ja = k1 To n1 Step 1
A3(i1, ja) = A3(i1, ja) - factor1 * A3(k1, ja)
Next ja
b3(i1) = b3(i1) - factor1 * b3(k1)
Next i1
Next k1
'Perform standard backward substitution
ReDim x3(1 To n1)
x3(n1) = b3(n1) / A3(n1, n1)
For i1 = n1 - 1 To 1 Step -1
Sum1 = 0
For ja = i1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
Sum1 = Sum1 + A3(i1, ja) * x3(ja)
Next ja
x3(i1) = (b3(i1) - Sum1) / A3(i1, i1)
Next i1
J1 = x3
J4_a = J1(1)
J5_a = J1(2)
'Gauss equation for above barrier.....
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MX2(1) = -Eb2 / R2
MX2(2) = -Eb6 / R6
MX2(3) = -Eb7 / R7
MX2(4) = -Eb8 / R8
Dim A4(1000, 1000), b4(1000), x4()
'Copy the original arrays into local variables...
For p = 1 To n2 Step 1
For q = 1 To n2 Step 1
A4(p, q) = MX1(p, q)
Next q
b4(p) = MX2(p)
Next p
'Perform standard forward elimination
For k = 1 To n2 - 1 Step 1
For i = k + 1 To n2 Step 1
factor = A4(i, k) / A4(k, k)
For J = k To n2 Step 1
A4(i, J) = A4(i, J) - factor * A4(k, J)
Next J
b4(i) = b4(i) - factor * b4(k)
Next i
Next k
'Perform standard backward substitution
ReDim x4(1 To n2)
x4(n2) = b4(n2) / A4(n2, n2)
For i = n2 - 1 To 1 Step -1
Sum = 0
For J = i + 1 To n2 Step 1
Sum = Sum + A4(i, J) * x4(J)
Next J
x4(i) = (b4(i) - Sum) / A4(i, i)
Next i
J = x4
J2_a = J(1)
J6_a = J(2)
J7_a = J(3)
J8_a = J(4)
Q2_a = (J2 - Eb2) / R2
Q4_a = (J4 - Eb4) / R4
Q5_a = (J5 - Eb5) / R5
Q6_a = (J6 - Eb6) / R6
Q7_a = (J7 - Eb7) / R7
Q8_a = (J8 - Eb8) / R8
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Q2b_a = (Wall_b_T - room_temp) / Rtotb
Q4b_a = (Wall_a_T - room_temp) / Rtota
TimePan = TimeA
If TimeA > kstep Then
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 2).Value = Wall_b_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 3).Value = air_temp_b
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 4).Value = Wall_a_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 5).Value = TimeA
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 7).Value = Element_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 8).Value = Barrier2_T10
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 9).Value = air_temp_a
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 11).Value = Barrier1_T1
ccstep = ccstep + 1
kstep = kstep + 1
End If
Next TimeA
End Sub

APPENDIX B
VISUAL BASIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH TO
CYCLING CHARACTERISTICS TEST
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Sub Unmodified_Calculation_C()
Eb_element = sb_const * (Element_T ^ 4)
Eb2 = sb_const * (Wall_T ^ 4)
Eb3 = sb_const * (Pan_Temp ^ 4)
'convection relations
RaL_sides = (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_sides ^ 3)) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
NuL_sides = (0.68 + ((0.67 * (RaL_sides ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + (0.492 / (Pr_air ^ (9 /
16)))) ^ (4 / 9)))))
h_conv_sides = NuL_sides * k_air / L_sides
Qconv_sides = h_conv_sides * A_sides * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaL_top = (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air * alpha_air)
If RaL_top > 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.15
na1 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top <= 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.54
na1 = (1 / 4)
End If
NuL_top = const1 * (RaL_top ^ na1)
h_conv_top = NuL_top * k_air / L_top
Qconv_top = h_conv_top * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaL_bottom = (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
NuL_bottom = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom ^ (1 / 4))
h_conv_bottom = NuL_bottom * k_air / L_top
Qconv_bottom = h_conv_bottom * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaD = grav * beta * (Element_T - air_temp) * (d_element ^ 3) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
NuD = (0.6+(0.387*(RaD^(1 / 6)) / ((1 + ((0.559 / Pr_air) ^ (9 / 16))) ^ 8 / 27))) ^ 2
h_conv_element = NuD * k_air / d_element
Qconv_element = h_conv_element * area_element * (Element_T - air_temp)
Qconv = Qconv_top + Qconv_bottom + Qconv_sides + Qconv_element
ppQ = 1
dt = 0.001
kstep = 1
ccstep = 2
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lapa = 5
For TimeA = 0 To 4800 Step dt
If lapa < 0 And Wall_T > 477 Then
lap = -1
End If
If lapa < 0 And Wall_T < 452 Then
lap = 1
End If
If lapa < 0 And lap > 0 Then
Qine = Worksheets("Element").Range("D6").Value
ElseIf lapa < 0 And lap < 0 Then
Qine = 0
End If
If (Wall_T - air_temp) < 0 Then
neg = -1
Else
neg = 1
End If
If (Element_T - air_temp) < 0 Then
neg2 = -1
Else
neg2 = 1
End If
T_wire_a = (dt * (Qine - ((T_wire - T1_e) / R01e)) / (m_wire * cp_wire)) + T_wire
T1_e_a = dt * (((T_wire - T1_e) / R01e) - ((T1_e - T2_e) / R12e)) / (m1e *
cp_element) + T1_e
T2_e_a = dt * (((T1_e - T2_e) / R12e) - ((T2_e - T3_e) / R23e)) / (m2e *
cp_element) + T2_e
T3_e_a = dt * (((T2_e - T3_e) / R23e) - ((T3_e - T0_e) / Rinse)) / (m3e * cp_wire)
+ T3_e
T0_e_a = T3_e - Rinse * (Qconv_element + Q1)

Eb_element_a = sb_const * (Element_T ^ 4)
Q3b_a = (Wall_T - room_temp) / Rtot
Eb2_a = sb_const * (Wall_T ^ 4)
Q1_a = Eb_element * area_element
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Q2_a = Q1 * F12a
Wall_T_a = Wall_T + ((Q2 * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall
* delta_x)) - ((Q3b * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall
* delta_x)) - (((Qconv_top + Qconv_bottom + Qconv_sides) * dt) /
(density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall * delta_x))
air_temp_a = air_temp + ((Qconv * dt) / (row_air * cp_air * vol_air))
row_air_a = p_air / (R_air * air_temp)
beta_a = 1 / ((air_temp + Wall_T) / 2)
nu_air_a = mu_air / row_air
alpha_air_a = k_air / (row_air * cp_air)
RaL_sides_a = neg * (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_sides ^ 3)) / (nu_air
* alpha_air)
If RaL_sides > 1000000000 Then
NuL_sides_a = (0.825 + (0.387 * (RaL_sides ^ (1 / 6))) / ((1 + ((0.492 / Pr_air) ^
(9 / 16))) ^ (8 / 27))) ^ 2
ElseIf RaL_sides <= 1000000000 Then
NuL_sides_a = 0.68 + (0.67 * (RaL_sides ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + ((0.492 / Pr_air) ^ (9 /
16))) ^ (4 / 9)))
End If
h_conv_sides_a = NuL_sides * k_air / L_sides
Qconv_sides_a = h_conv_sides * A_sides * (Wall_T - air_temp)
If RaL_top > 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.15
na1 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top <= 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.54
na1 = (1 / 4)
End If
RaL_top_a = neg * (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
NuL_top_a = const1 * (RaL_top ^ na1)
h_conv_top_a = NuL_top * k_air / L_top
Qconv_top_a = h_conv_top * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaL_bottom_a = neg * (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air
* alpha_air)
NuL_bottom_a = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom ^ (1 / 4))
h_conv_bottom_a = NuL_bottom * k_air / L_top
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Qconv_bottom_a = h_conv_bottom * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaD_a = neg2 * grav * beta * (Element_T - air_temp) * (d_element ^ 3) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
NuD_a = (0.6 + (0.387 * (RaD ^ (1 / 6)) / ((1 + ((0.559 / Pr_air) ^ (9 / 16))) ^ 8 /
27))) ^ 2
h_conv_element_a = NuD * k_air / d_element
Qconv_element_a = h_conv_element * area_element * (Element_T - air_temp)
Qconv_a = Qconv_top + Qconv_bottom + Qconv_sides + Qconv_element
TimePan = TimeA
If TimeA > kstep Then
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 2).Value = Wall_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 3).Value = air_temp
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 7).Value = Element_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 5).Value = TimeA
ccstep = ccstep + 1
kstep = kstep + 1
End If
Next TimeA
End Sub

APPENDIX C
VISUAL BASIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH TO
COOKIE BAKING TEST
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Sub Unmodified_Calculation_B()
Dim MX3(1 To 2, 1 To 2) As Single
Dim MX4(1 To 2) As Single
row_air = p_air / (R_air * air_temp)
nu_air = mu_air / row_air
beta = 1 / ((air_temp + Wall_T) / 2)
alpha_air = k_air / (row_air * cp_air)
Eb_element = sb_const * (Element_T ^ 4)
Eb2 = sb_const * (Wall_T ^ 4)
Eb3 = sb_const * (Pan_Temp ^ 4)
'convection relations
RaL_sides = (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_sides ^ 3)) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
NuL_sides = (0.68 + ((0.67 * (RaL_sides ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + (0.492 / (Pr_air ^ (9 /
16)))) ^ (4 / 9)))))
h_conv_sides = NuL_sides * k_air / L_sides
Qconv_sides = h_conv_sides * A_sides * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaL_top = (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air * alpha_air)
If RaL_top > 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.15
na1 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top <= 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.54
na1 = (1 / 4)
End If
NuL_top = const1 * (RaL_top ^ na1)
h_conv_top = NuL_top * k_air / L_top
Qconv_top = h_conv_top * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaL_bottom = (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
NuL_bottom = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom ^ (1 / 4))
h_conv_bottom = NuL_bottom * k_air / L_top
Qconv_bottom = h_conv_bottom * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaD = grav * beta * (Element_T - air_temp) * (d_element ^ 3) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
NuD = (0.6+(0.387*(RaD^(1/6))/((1 + ((0.559 / Pr_air) ^ (9 / 16))) ^ 8 / 27))) ^ 2
h_conv_element = NuD * k_air / d_element
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Qconv_element = h_conv_element * area_element * (Element_T - air_temp)
Qconv = Qconv_top + Qconv_bottom + Qconv_sides + Qconv_element
Q3b = 0
Q1 = 0
ppQ = 1
dt = 0.001
kstep = 1
ccstep = 2
For TimeA = 0 To 3600 Step dt
If (Wall_T) >= 496 Then
Exit For
End If
If (Wall_T - air_temp) < 0 Then
neg = -1
Else
neg = 1
End If
If (Element_T - air_temp) < 0 Then
neg2 = -1
Else
neg2 = 1
End If
T_wire_a = (dt * (Qine - ((T_wire - T1_e) / R01e)) / (m_wire * cp_wire)) + T_wire
T1_e_a = dt * (((T_wire - T1_e) / R01e) - ((T1_e - T2_e) / R12e)) / (m1e *
cp_element) + T1_e
T2_e_a = dt * (((T1_e - T2_e) / R12e) - ((T2_e - T3_e) / R23e)) / (m2e *
cp_element) + T2_e
T3_e_a = dt * (((T2_e - T3_e) / R23e) - ((T3_e - T0_e) / Rinse)) / (m3e * cp_wire)
+ T3_e
T0_e_a = T3_e - Rinse * (Qconv_element + Q1)
Eb_element_a = sb_const * (Element_T ^ 4)
Q3b_a = (Wall_T - room_temp) / Rtot
Eb2_a = sb_const * (Wall_T ^ 4)
Q1_a = Eb_element * area_element
Q2_a = Q1 * F12a
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Wall_T_a = Wall_T + ((Q2 * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall
* delta_x)) - ((Q3b * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall
* delta_x)) - (((Qconv_top + Qconv_bottom + Qconv_sides) * dt) /
(density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall * delta_x))
air_temp_a = air_temp + ((Qconv * dt) / (row_air * cp_air * vol_air))
row_air_a = p_air / (R_air * air_temp)
beta_a = 1 / ((air_temp + Wall_T) / 2)
nu_air_a = mu_air / row_air
alpha_air_a = k_air / (row_air * cp_air)
RaL_sides_a = neg * (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_sides ^ 3)) / (nu_air
* alpha_air)
If RaL_sides > 1000000000 Then
NuL_sides_a = (0.825 + (0.387 * (RaL_sides ^ (1 / 6))) / ((1 + ((0.492 / Pr_air) ^
(9 / 16))) ^ (8 / 27))) ^ 2
ElseIf RaL_sides <= 1000000000 Then
NuL_sides_a = 0.68 + (0.67 * (RaL_sides ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + ((0.492 / Pr_air) ^ (9 /
16))) ^ (4 / 9)))
End If
h_conv_sides_a = NuL_sides * k_air / L_sides
Qconv_sides_a = h_conv_sides * A_sides * (Wall_T - air_temp)
If RaL_top > 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.15
na1 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top <= 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.54
na1 = (1 / 4)
End If
RaL_top_a = neg * (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
NuL_top_a = const1 * (RaL_top ^ na1)
h_conv_top_a = NuL_top * k_air / L_top
Qconv_top_a = h_conv_top * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaL_bottom_a = neg * (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air
* alpha_air)
NuL_bottom_a = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom ^ (1 / 4))
h_conv_bottom_a = NuL_bottom * k_air / L_top
Qconv_bottom_a = h_conv_bottom * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
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RaD_a = neg2 * grav * beta * (Element_T - air_temp) * (d_element ^ 3) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
NuD_a = (0.6 + (0.387 * (RaD ^ (1 / 6)) / ((1 + ((0.559 / Pr_air) ^ (9 / 16))) ^ 8 /
27))) ^ 2
h_conv_element_a = NuD * k_air / d_element
Qconv_element_a = h_conv_element * area_element * (Element_T - air_temp)
Qconv_a = Qconv_top + Qconv_bottom + Qconv_sides + Qconv_element
TimePan = TimeA
If TimeA > kstep Then
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 2).Value = Wall_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 3).Value = air_temp
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 7).Value = Element_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 5).Value = TimeA
ccstep = ccstep + 1
kstep = kstep + 1
End If
Next TimeA
Worksheets("Results").Range("I36").Value = TimePan
MX3(1, 1) = (-1 / R2) + (-1 / R3b)
MX3(1, 2) = (1 / R3b)
MX3(2, 1) = (1 / R3b)
MX3(2, 2) = (-1 / R3) + (-1 / R3b)
MX4(1) = -(F12 * Q1) - (Eb2 / R2)
MX4(2) = -(F13 * Q1) - (Eb3 / R3)
n1 = 2
Dim A1(1000, 1000), b1(1000), x1()
'Copy the original arrays into local variables...
For p1 = 1 To n1 Step 1
For qa = 1 To n1 Step 1
A1(p1, qa) = MX3(p1, qa)
Next qa
b1(p1) = MX4(p1)
Next p1
'Perform standard forward elimination
For k1 = 1 To n1 - 1 Step 1
For i1 = k1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
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factor1 = A1(i1, k1) / A1(k1, k1)
For ja = k1 To n1 Step 1
A1(i1, ja) = A1(i1, ja) - factor1 * A1(k1, ja)
Next ja
b1(i1) = b1(i1) - factor1 * b1(k1)
Next i1
Next k1
'Perform standard backward substitution
ReDim x1(1 To n1)
x1(n1) = b1(n1) / A1(n1, n1)
For i1 = n1 - 1 To 1 Step -1
Sum1 = 0
For J1 = i1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
Sum1 = Sum1 + A1(i1, J1) * x1(J1)
Next J1
x1(i1) = (b1(i1) - Sum1) / A1(i1, i1)
Next i1
J1 = x1
J2 = J1(1)
J3 = J1(2)
Q3 = (J3 - Eb3) / R3
Q2 = (J2 - Eb2) / R2
If (Pan_Temp - air_temp) < 0 Then
neg1 = -1
Else
neg1 = 1
End If
RaL_pan_top = neg1 * (grav * beta * (Pan_Temp - air_temp) * (L_pan ^ 3)) /
(nu_air * alpha_air)
NuL_pan_top = 0.27 * (RaL_pan_top ^ 0.25)
h_conv_pan_top = NuL_pan_top * k_air / L_pan
Qconv_pan_top = h_conv_pan_top * area_pan * (Pan_Temp - air_temp)
RaL_pan_bottom = neg1 * (grav * beta * (Pan_Temp - air_temp) * (L_pan ^ 3)) /
(nu_air * alpha_air)
NuL_pan_bottom = 0.54 * (RaL_pan_bottom ^ 0.25)
h_conv_pan_bottom = NuL_pan_bottom * k_air / L_pan
Qconv_pan_bottom = h_conv_pan_bottom * area_pan * (Pan_Temp - air_temp)
Qconv_pan = Qconv_pan_top + Qconv_pan_bottom
Time_elementb = 1
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lapa = -1
lap = -1
For TimeA = TimePan To (TimePan + 720) Step dt
If lapa < 0 And lap > 0 Then
Qine = Worksheets("Element").Range("D6").Value
ElseIf lapa < 0 And lap < 0 Then
Qine = 0
End If

If Wall_T > 477 Then
lap = -1
End If
If Wall_T < 452 Then
lap = 1
End If
If (Wall_T - air_temp) < 0 Then
neg = -1
Else
neg = 1
End If
If (Pan_Temp - air_temp) < 0 Then
neg1 = -1
Else
neg1 = 1
End If
If (Element_T - air_temp) < 0 Then
neg2 = -1
Else
neg2 = 1
End If
T_wire_a = (dt * (Qine - ((T_wire - T1_e) / R01e)) / (m_wire * cp_wire)) + T_wire
T1_e_a = dt * (((T_wire - T1_e) / R01e) - ((T1_e - T2_e) / R12e)) / (m1e *
cp_element) + T1_e
T2_e_a = dt * (((T1_e - T2_e) / R12e) - ((T2_e - T3_e) / R23e)) / (m2e *
cp_element) + T2_e
T3_e_a = dt * (((T2_e - T3_e) / R23e) - ((T3_e - T0_e) / Rinse)) / (m3e * cp_wire)
+ T3_e
T0_e_a = T3_e - Rinse * (Qconv_element + Q1)
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Q3b_a = (Wall_T - room_temp) / Rtot
Q1_a = Eb_element * area_element
Wall_T_a = Wall_T + ((Q2 * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall
* delta_x)) - ((Q3b * dt) / (density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall
* delta_x)) - (((Qconv_top + Qconv_bottom + Qconv_sides) * dt) /
(density_wall * specific_heat_wall * area_wall * delta_x))
air_temp_a = air_temp + ((Qconv * dt) / (row_air * cp_air * vol_air)) +
((Qconv_pan * dt) / (row_air * cp_air * vol_air))
row_air_a = p_air / (R_air * air_temp)
beta_a = 1 / ((air_temp + Wall_T) / 2)
nu_air_a = mu_air / row_air
alpha_air_a = k_air / (row_air * cp_air)
RaL_sides_a = neg * (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_sides ^ 3)) / (nu_air
* alpha_air)
NuL_sides_a = (0.68 + ((0.67 * (RaL_sides ^ (1 / 4)) / ((1 + (0.492 / (Pr_air ^ (9 /
16)))) ^ (4 / 9)))))
h_conv_sides_a = NuL_sides * k_air / L_sides
Qconv_sides_a = h_conv_sides * A_sides * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaL_top_a = neg * (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
If RaL_top > 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.15
na1 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_top <= 10000000 Then
const1 = 0.54
na1 = (1 / 4)
End If
NuL_top = const1 * (RaL_top ^ na1)
h_conv_top_a = NuL_top * k_air / L_top
Qconv_top_a = h_conv_top * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
RaL_bottom_a = neg * (grav * beta * (Wall_T - air_temp) * (L_top ^ 3)) / (nu_air
* alpha_air)
NuL_bottom_a = 0.27 * (RaL_bottom ^ (1 / 4))
h_conv_bottom_a = NuL_bottom * k_air / L_top
Qconv_bottom_a = h_conv_bottom * A_top * (Wall_T - air_temp)
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RaD_a = neg2 * grav * beta * (Element_T - air_temp) * (d_element ^ 3) / (nu_air *
alpha_air)
NuD_a = (0.6 + (0.387 * (RaD ^ (1 / 6)) / ((1 + ((0.559 / Pr_air) ^ (9 / 16))) ^ 8 /
27))) ^ 2
h_conv_element_a = NuD * k_air / d_element
Qconv_element_a = h_conv_element * area_element * (Element_T - air_temp)
Qconv_a = Qconv_top + Qconv_bottom + Qconv_sides + Qconv_element
RaL_pan_top_a = neg1 * (grav * beta * (Pan_Temp - air_temp) * (L_pan ^ 3)) /
(nu_air * alpha_air)
NuL_pan_top_a = 0.27 * (RaL_pan_top ^ 0.25)
h_conv_pan_top_a = NuL_pan_top * k_air / L_pan
Qconv_pan_top_a = h_conv_pan_top * area_pan * (Pan_Temp - air_temp)
RaL_pan_bottom_a = neg1 * (grav * beta * (Pan_Temp - air_temp) * (L_pan ^ 3))
/ (nu_air * alpha_air)
If RaL_pan_bottom > 10000000 Then
const2 = 0.15
na2 = (1 / 3)
ElseIf RaL_pan_bottom <= 10000000 Then
const2 = 0.54
na2 = (1 / 4)
End If
NuL_pan_bottom_a = const2 * (RaL_pan_bottom ^ na2)
h_conv_pan_bottom_a = NuL_pan_bottom * k_air / L_pan
Qconv_pan_bottom_a = h_conv_pan_bottom * area_pan * (Pan_Temp - air_temp)
Qconv_pan_a = Qconv_pan_top + Qconv_pan_bottom
'Gauss equation......
MX4(1) = -(Q1 * F12) - (Eb2 / R2)
MX4(2) = -(Q1 * F13) - (Eb3 / R3)
Dim A2(1000, 1000), b2(1000), x2()
'Copy the original arrays into local variables...
For p1 = 1 To n1 Step 1
For qa = 1 To n1 Step 1
A2(p1, qa) = MX3(p1, qa)
Next qa
b2(p1) = MX4(p1)
Next p1
'Perform standard forward elimination
For k1 = 1 To n1 - 1 Step 1
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For i1 = k1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
factor1 = A2(i1, k1) / A2(k1, k1)
For ja = k1 To n1 Step 1
A2(i1, ja) = A2(i1, ja) - factor1 * A2(k1, ja)
Next ja
b2(i1) = b2(i1) - factor1 * b2(k1)
Next i1
Next k1
'Perform standard backward substitution
ReDim x2(1 To n1)
x2(n1) = b2(n1) / A2(n1, n1)
For i1 = n1 - 1 To 1 Step -1
Sum1 = 0
For ja = i1 + 1 To n1 Step 1
Sum1 = Sum1 + A2(i1, ja) * x2(ja)
Next ja
x2(i1) = (b2(i1) - Sum1) / A2(i1, i1)
Next i1
J1 = x2
J2_a = J1(1)
J3_a = J1(2)
Q3_a = (J3 - Eb3) / R3
Q2_a = (J2 - Eb2) / R2
Eb3_a = sb_const * (Pan_Temp ^ 4)
Eb2_a = sb_const * (Wall_T ^ 4)
Eb_element_a = sb_const * (Element_T ^ 4)
Pan_Temp_a = Pan_Temp + ((Q3 * dt) / mcp_pan) - ((Qconv_pan * dt) / mcp_pan)
If TimeA > kstep Then
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 1).Value = Pan_Temp
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 2).Value = Wall_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 3).Value = air_temp
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 5).Value = TimeA
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 6).Value = Q3
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 7).Value = Element_T
Worksheets("Temp").Cells(ccstep, 10).Value = Qconv_pan
ccstep = ccstep + 1
kstep = kstep + 1
End If
Next TimeA
End Sub
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Th. O. R.
Theoretical Oven Response Design Software
Version 2.0
Developed by:
Mark Breen
And
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I.

Introduction

The purpose of ThOR design software is to assist in evaluating proposed oven
modifications (material selection and/or geometry) prior to fabrication. ThOR takes
into account the geometry of the oven, heat transfer characteristics and material
property values to evaluate the effect of a proposed design change on the baking of
cookies in a simple conventional baking application. Three basic geometries of the
oven (unmodified/conventional oven configuration, monolithic barrier configuration,
and stacked barrier configuration) can be selected based on user defined inputs.
ThOR also has the capability of determining estimated preheat times and the
approximate maximum temperature for the selected configurations. The results
attained from modeling select cases have been validated with experimental results.
Note however that there is one material property, the emissivity , that will change
according to surface finish and not necessarily reflect published values.
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II.

Getting Started

Prior to executing ThOR, the user should define the geometry and materials of
interest to be evaluated. Default values are provided for every property field based on
physical limits.
Double clicking on the THOR.xls icon will execute the program. The initial
screen will have Microsoft Excel running in the background and a user form in the
foreground as shown in Figure D1.

Figure D1. ThOR Opening Screen.
Selecting the ‘Enter’ button will guide the user through the design process.
Selecting the ‘Exit’ button will exit the design software and display the last saved
results. The following outlines the geometric dimensions and material properties
that the user will be prompted to enter:
•
•
•

•

The height, width, and depth of the oven cavity (Section B, Figure D3).
The distance of the lowest rack to the oven bottom and the distance between
racks (the number of racks is set at six; Section B, Figure D3).
The overall radius of the heating element, the number of passes (2, 4, 6, or 8)
and the distance from the heating element to the bottom of the oven cavity
(Section D, Figure D5).The oven bottom configuration to be evaluated
(Section E, Figure D6).
The heat transfer characteristics of the oven liner (Section C, Figure D4), the
oven bottom (Section E, Fig. D7 and D8), and the baking pan (Section F,
Figure D11).

If required, additional menus are provided in Section IV for advanced designs.
Ranges are defined within the software for variable inputs to prevent entering of
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unrealistic values. If a value is input that is outside the acceptable range, a message
box will prompt the user to redefine the value.
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III. Description of the User Forms
The following section will provide a detailed account of each user form. A user
form is the input form that communicates the data inputs with the ThOR program.
Each section includes the name of the user form, a picture of the user form, and a
general description of the inputs prompted on the user form.
A. User Form Flowchart

The diagram shown in Figure D2 provides an outline for the flow of the user
forms used by THOR:

Figure D2. User Form Flowchart.
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B. Overall Oven Cavity Dimensions

Figure D3. Oven Cavity Geometry User Form.
The dimensions required on the user form shown in Figure D3 are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Height = distance from bottom of oven cavity to top of oven cavity.
Width = distance from one side of the oven cavity to the other.
Depth = distance from back of oven cavity to inner surface of door.
R1 = distance from oven bottom to lowest oven rack.
R2 = distance between oven racks (six racks are assumed).

The default values are based on the oven tested at MSU (VESO-105 SS).
Selecting the ‘Cancel’ button will send the user back to the opening screen. Selecting
the ‘Next’ button will send the user to the ‘Heating Element Configuration’ input
form, Section D. Selecting the ‘Liner Modification’ button will prompt the oven
liner material property input screen, Section C.
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C. Oven Liner Material Selection

Figure D4. Liner Modification User Form.
The dimensions required on the user form in Figure D4 are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thickness = thickness of oven liner material.
Conductivity = conductivity of oven liner material.
Density = density of oven liner material.
Specific Heat = specific heat of oven liner material.
Melting Point = temperature at which the material melts.
Emissivity = emissivity of oven liner material.

Selecting the ‘Next’ button will send the user back to the ‘Oven Cavity
Dimensions’ input form after submitting the data to the proper cells. Selecting the
‘Back’ button will send the user back to the ‘Oven Cavity Dimensions’ input user
form without submitting the information. The limits of the ThOR program require
that the material parameters input on this page obey time constant laws. Error
messages may result if the time constant becomes too small. To ensure that the
program will accept the values entered the following equation must be satisfied:
Conductivity * (0.009) / (Density * Specific Heat * Thickness) < 0.5
Where conductivity is in W/m*K, Density is in kg/m3, Specific Heat is in J/kg*K, and
Thickness is in meters.
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D. Heating Element Configuration

Figure D5a. Heating Element Geometry Input User Form.
The screen shown in Figure D5a allows the user to define the following:
•
•
•

Total length of heating element.
Distance from oven cavity bottom (the oven cavity bottom is the lowest most
surface of the oven; meaning that if a barrier exits, this is the measurement from
the bottom of the element enclosure to the heating element).
Element power consumption (clicking the ‘Power Calculation’ button will
recalculate the element power consumption).

The geometric parameters input to this user form determine the quantity of heat
transferred to the surrounding air and surfaces. Selecting the ‘Next’ button will send the
user to the ‘Oven Bottom Configuration’ user form (Section E), selecting the ‘Advanced’
button will allow further heating element geometric and material property inputs shown
in Figure D5b. Note that the power calculation is based on the current and resistance
only. The heater length input is provided for convective relations.
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Figure D5b. Heating Element Geometry Advanced Input User Form.
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E. Oven Bottom Configuration User Form

Figure D6. Test Selection User Form.
The form shown in Figure D6 allows the user to select the geometry to be
evaluated. By selecting the ‘Unmodified Oven Configuration’, the user will be prompted
to select the test type to be executed on the following screen. If the ‘Monolithic Barrier
Configuration’ or ‘Stacked Barrier Configuration’ buttons are selected, then the user will
be prompted for additional information.
1. Unmodified Oven Bottom Configuration

The ‘Unmodified Oven Configuration’ assumes that the configuration to be
evaluated has no additional modifications apart from the oven cavity dimensions, the
liner material, and the heating element geometry. The heating element directly influences
the heat transfer quantities to the oven cavity air and liner temperatures. The air
temperature is determined by considering natural convection relations from the heating
element and liner surface temperatures. A heat loss coefficient has been determined for
the liner based on experimental data.
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2. Monolithic Barrier Oven Bottom Configuration

The ‘Monolithic Barrier Configuration’ assumes that an opaque, monolithic
material will be installed between the lower heating element and the rest of the oven
cavity. THOR differentiates the separate enclosures when considering radiative heat
transfer and convective heat transfer from the liner to the air, while maintaining
convective relations between the lower enclosure air and the rest of the oven cavity air.
The liner temperature below the barrier is calculated based on the convective relations
between the lower cavity air temperatures, air conditions outside of the oven and
radiative properties from the heating element and lower barrier surface. Heat transfer via
conduction from the lower enclosure liner and the rest of the oven cavity is taken into
account. The end result is a fully integrated heat transfer model that compensates for all
sources of heat generation and dissipation. The material for the monolithic structure can
be selected from a list or defined by the user using the screen shown in Figure D7.

Figure D7. Monolithic Material Selection User Form.
Selecting one of the defined materials will create a quarter inch thick monolith
with the material properties of the material selected. Selecting ‘Other’ will prompt the
user for more details; see Advanced Options in section IV. Selecting the ‘Next’ button
will send the user to the ‘Test Selection’ user form: Section F
3. Stacked Barrier Oven Bottom Configuration

The Stacked Barrier Configuration assumes that two monolithic materials will be
stacked on top of one another in order to provide preferable bulk heat transfer
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characteristics. The general flow of information follows that of the monolithic material
application, with the exception of the capability to consider translucent (see through)
materials. The Stacked Barrier Configuration requires two material selection screens,
advanced options, discussed in Section IV:

Figure D8. Stacked Barrier Lower Material Selection User Form.

Figure D9. Stacked Barrier Upper Material Selection User Form.
The ‘Lower Material Selection’ shown in Figure D8 refers to the material that
will be placed closest to the heating element. The ‘Upper Material Selection’ shown in
Figure D9 refers to the material that will be on the oven cavity side of the stacked barrier
structure. Selecting the ‘Other’ option on either screen will require further material
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inputs. Euro-Kera® Glass Ceramic is the only translucent material that has been
included in the ‘Upper Material Selection’ user form because it was the only translucent
material tested.
F. Test Selection

Figure D10. Test Selection User Form.
The test selection screen shown in Figure D10 allows the user to select an
evaluation of interest. There are three options: Bake Test, 350 °F Cycling Test, and
Maximum Temperature Test. The Bake Test investigates the proposed oven’s baking
capabilities on conventional bake mode. The 350 °F Cycling Test can be used to
determine the pre-heat time and temperature hold time of the oven while maintaining a
350 °F temperature setting. The Maximum Temperature Test resembles the self-clean
setting; the element is allowed to operate at maximum power over an interval of 90
minutes.
After selecting the ‘Bake Test’ button from the user form shown in Figure D10
the ‘Baking Options’ user form in Figure D11 is displayed. This screen allows for the
dimensions and emissive properties of the baking pan to be taken into account. The
results of the Bake Test are based on the operating characteristics of each individual oven
design input to THOR in conjunction with a 12 minute baking process. Upon completion
of the trial run, a printable test report is displayed that covers information regarding: oven
dimensions, material characteristics, cookie bottom color (including a numerical
reference and color scale), numerical heat flux results, pre-heat time and temperature
extremes within the oven.
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1. Bake Test

Figure D11. Baking Options User Form.
2. 350 °F Cycling Test

The 350 °F Cycling Test considers the thermal environment of the proposed oven
during and extended period of operation with an oven setting of 350 °F. The element
on/off conditions is defined based on experimental results. When the oven liner reaches a
temperature congruent with experimental results, the heating element is turned off/on.
The test results page provides the same information with an extended temperature graph
of various pertinent temperatures within the oven.
3. Maximum Temperature Test

This test considers the maximum oven temperatures when the heating element is
allowed to operate at full power over a time interval of 90 minutes. The results can be
used to determine if the temperatures are within the limits of the materials (melting point
primarily) under conditions imposed by the self cleaning temperatures.
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IV. Advanced Options
This section covers some of the more advanced user options available in THOR.
Advanced options refer to material properties input by the user that will require
additional investigation into tabulated heat transfer and material property characteristics
of individual materials the user would like to test. These screens will be prompted
automatically anytime the material properties need additional clarification (such as
selecting ‘other’ from various material selection screens). Required inputs include:
conductivity, density, specific heat, thickness, emissivity, melting point and translucent
properties (if applicable). These forms will generally appear similar to the Liner
Modification user form, Figure D4, and may contain some extended options or inputs.
Figure D12 depicts the barrier dimensions input form, which is interchangeable for the
monolithic and stacked barrier configurations, displayed when ‘Monolithic Barrier’ or
‘Stacked Barrier’ Oven Bottom Configuration buttons are selected from the form
described in Section E, Figure D6.

Figure D12. Barrier Dimensions Input Form.
If the ‘Other’ option is selected from the form described in Section E, Figure D9,
then the user form described in Figure D14 will be shown. This form allows for the same
options as in the ‘Oven Bottom Configuration’ form (Section C, Figure D4) and the
option of using an opaque or translucent material.
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Figure D13. Material Property Input Form (Stacked Barrier Advanced Options).
Selecting the ‘Translucent’ option from the form depicted in Figure D13 will
cause ThOR to assume that a ‘see-through’ material with the user defined dimensions and
properties to be tested as the upper stacked barrier material. The analysis requires the
user to define how much of the radiated heat from the lower material will be absorbed by
the upper material, Figure D14. The amount of radiated heat that is transmitted through
the upper material will be accounted for based on the value input on the translucent
properties form.

Figure D14. Translucent Properties Form.
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V. Cookie Baking Results Display
The results page contains all pertinent information pertaining to the oven design
and theoretical temperatures achieved during testing. An example is shown in Figures
D15 and D16. These results are presented numerically (Figure D15), in addition to the
graphical format (Figure D16) on the Graphical Results page. The values and appropriate
engineering units are reported. THOR can be restarted at anytime by selecting the ‘Run
Again’ button located on the results page. The 350 °F Cycling Test and the Maximum
Temperature Test results will be displayed in the same format.

Figure D15. Numerical Results Page.

Figure D16. Graphical Results Page.
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VI. Conclusions and Applications
The Bake Test results can be used to determine if a proposed oven design will
have good baking qualities. The cookie color reported is based on three criteria:
convective heat flux into the pan, radiative heat flux into the pan, and overall heat flux
into the pan. Actual thermal properties of the cookie dough have not been taken into
account due to the complex nature of dough. The heat flux into the pan is sufficient to
define the baking environment, based on the assumption that what the pan ‘sees’, a
cookie will ‘see’.
The 350 °F Cycling Test results can be applied to pre-heat times and temperature
hold times. How often and how long the element will be required to operate can be
determined from this information, as well as temperature differences between materials
within the oven and the oven cavity air during cycling. For instance, this information
may help to determine if temperatures incident on a monolithic barrier structure are
widely varying during cycling (which helps to promote liner degradation due to thermal
loading).
The Maximum Temperature Test results can be used to determine if temperatures
within the oven reach sufficient temperatures to initiate self-cleaning or if temperatures
overcome the melting point of any material within the oven.
Running all three testing modes is most desirable when attempting to determine if
a proposed oven will perform well. For instance, an oven may have the capability to
bake well, but never achieve temperatures required for self-cleaning. The Maximum
Temperature Test will reveal this information. Another oven may reach sufficient
temperatures for self-cleaning, but require the heating element to be on frequently during
cycling. All of the test results should provide enough information to determine if a
particular oven design will perform in a favorable or unfavorable manner.
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